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The Maine Campus
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

*General Student Senate

!Fr

Staff Writer

President
Hutchinson
discussed the budget situation and
the candidates for Student Government discussed their plans at
last night's regular meeting of the
General Student Senate.
The tickets for president and
vice president of Student Government were given a chance to present
why they are running and what
they feel are the important upcoming topics to the Senate.
There are now only five tickets
running for Student Government
leadership. Candidate Travis Andrews waseliminated from the ballot. because two of the 75 signatures necessary for nomination
came from unregistered voters.The
two students were graduate students, and only undergraduates
may vote.
President Hutchinson attended
the GSS meeting to inform senators about the current budget situation. He explained what is going

on in Augusta and how it may
affect students.
According to Hutchinson,Governor McKeman said last fall he
would request level funding for
education. However, over the
Christmas holidays, he changed
his mind.
"He changed his mind because
he decided not to recommend that
the special taxes be continued,"
Hutchinson said.
Not renewing the special taxes
would mean a loss of$300 million
tc $400 million for the state, and a
5 and a half percent cut to the
university system. That would
mean a $5 million cut to the Orono
campus.
In addition, the university is
still carrying an $11 million debt
from a disappmpriation. A further
$11 million dollar disappmpnation was avoided because of a
strong and organized fight.
Hutchinson said.
"We proved that we can do it if
we are organized," he said."Now
we need to provide a unified front
and an organized coalition to work
for level funding for education."

All levels of state education, including the technical colleges and
grades K - 12,will be facing dramatic cuts if the Governor's plan goes
through. Hutchinson said all the
groups are uniting to work together
This was suggested as the strongest
option by the State Education Committee, which is pushing for level
funding at all levels to keep education in Maine a top priority.
In addition, there may be further budget problems and due to
inflation, level funding will still
mean a $5 million cut. The President's downsizing plan, which will
be unveiled this Thursday, plans
to cut $9 million from next year's
budget to compensate for this.
He asked that the Studnent Senators join in the united fight, and
offered any facts, figures and information that they might need.
l'he next important item ofbusiness was Student Government elections. Each of the five tickets got a
chance to speak in front of the
senate and discuss why they would
be good leaders.
See GSS on page 17

•Candidate profile

Nelson rates his experience and
connection as edge over others

by Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Chris'Norm•• Nelson has thrown
his hat into the ring for Student Government President
"I feel I can be good leader. I feel
there needs to be a lot ofchanges and
I think I can get things done," he said
Nelson would bring a lot of experience to the position. Cumently he
holds a Student Senate position miresewing York Hall. Nelson also has a
barrage of committee and leadership
positions to his ciedit He is the chair of
Student Activities and of the Concert
Committee, vice president of the Student Entertainment Activities Board,a
member 'fthe Unification Committee
and serves as the Events Coordinator

for the Off-Campus Board.
Nelson said his diverse expenences would be an asset if elected
president. He has learned through
observation and action where, when
and how things happen.
—1 know the people I need to
know," Nelson said.
As far as the changes Nelson sees
as necessary in the Student Government. he said there needs to be a
reorganization of Student Governrnent's prionties. He said he also wants
to see the government actually accon ii :ornething.
There'stoo much bulLshitto wade
through," Nelson said in reference to
personal squabbles.
He had originally planned to run
in the first election, but he and his
running mate had taken their names
out ofthe race after talking with Collin
Worster and Annie Allen
Nelson said he had had faith in the
Worster/Allen ticket and wasconcentrating on running for a position on the
Orono Town Council at the time.
Nelson said Worster and Allen
would play an integral part in his
cabinet if he is elected.
Although Nelson does not officially have a running mate, he said
that if elected Off-Campus Senator
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•This week

Hutchinson discusses budget,
candidates discuss themselves
By Kristy
Marriner

Wednesday

Jim Gray would be his vice president
Gray is not on the ticket basically
because the paperwork wasn'tfiled in
time.
The major aspects of the government Nelson has in mind to work on,
include a general lack ofcommunica
tion and student apathy. He said his
experience in other campus positions
and with the town council made him
realize there exists a lack of communication not only between the Orono
and university communities, but between Snident Government and the
state, other Student Governments of
branch campuses and also the student
body.
Nelson said his administration
would be able toovercome the current
Stigma attached to Student Government just by making changes and
through his actions.
A goal Nelson outlined for Student Government was to get more in
touch with the students. He thinks the
way to do this is through mediums
such as a newsletter and possible use
ofthe videochannel to broadcastSenate meetings.
don't car who they vote for,"
Nelson said about the upcon ling election,"So long as they read and make
an informed vote."

University celebrates gay
and lesbian awareness
By Scott W.St. Clair
Staff Writer
Although many organizations
have their own special week set
aside so that they may be recognized
by wet, the Gay/Lesbian Awareness Week isone ofthe more noticeable ones.
The reason this annual event minus is to allow for the communityat-large to betterunderstand thelives
ofthe gay,lesbian and bisexual people.
On Monday,the awareness began at Ilauck Auditorium. with two
prominent speakers. Rev. Dr. Marvin Ellison and Rev. Dr. Jane Spahr
spoke to an audience on the topic of
"We are the chunh:gay and lesbian
contributions to faith and spirituality,"
Ellison is a professor of Christian ethics at Bangor Theological
Seminary. He also co-authored a
book,"Keeping Body and Soul Together"and worked on a USA sexuality study in 1991.
Ellison spoke first, alluding to
the attempts of the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community to dismantle
the patriarchal church, family and
university Ellison also refered to the
lesbian and gay society changing the
exclusionary church and not viceversa, which is the current trend-

accorrling to Ellison.
"We're changing the ground
rules...we want nothing less than a
gay positive, gay free church; nothing less tha,i itay positive, gay free
church," Ellison said.
He reminded the audience that
society and the church make people
conform to the norm ofbetemsexuality. it trys to discourage dissent, and
punishes anyone who straysfrom the
male dominate/female subordinate
culture.
Following Ellison,Spahr, a lesbian minister serving the downtown
United Presbyterian ChuntofRochester, New York,spoke. Spah.- is the
former executive director of spectrum, which is the center for lesbian,
gay and bisexual eincems of San
Rafael, Calif.
On Ilimday, April 13 a panel of
gay,lesbian and bisexii.ti people discussed the"Spiritual Journeys: Finding faith in the face of institutional
homophobia."
Upcoming events taking place
for the rest of the awareness week
include a film about gay,lesbian and
bisexual issues in religion, called
"Stop the(lurch." The film will be
shown in the Sutton Lounge in the
Mentonal Union at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. April 14,
See GAY on page 17

1 In the spirit

President Fred Hutchinson kicks off Greek Week by lighting 1
the Olympic Torch.(Kiesow photo.)
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WorldBriefs

• Guatemalan authorities end prison standoff
• Former North Vietnamese government accused of lying
• Egyptian general assassinated
•Russian Politics

•Guatemalan prison

30 hour revolt ends with promises

Yeltsin campaigning for support

PAVONCITO,Guatemala(AP)— A 30-hour mutiny in an overcrowded prison.
in which four inmates died, ended when authorities promised to investigate a
prisoner's death and initiate a series of reforms.
More than 20 people were injured in the standoff, including prisoners, guards and
relatives of the prisoners caught inside the compound during Ea! ter Sunday visits.•
The circumstances of the four inmates' deaths was not immediately known.
Ana Maria Orozco,director of Guatemala's correctional institutions, told reporters that
the mutiny ended amund 5:30 p.m. Monday with the release of warden Oscar Mejia Barrios,
who had been held hostage.
s•
The prisoners rioted when word spread that an inmate had been beaten to death by guards
on Saturday, a day after nine inmates escaped.
OrOZCO said a medical examiner's report concluded that Daniel Mejia Castellanos, 30,
died of pneumonia. But she said the inmate's death would be further investigated as part of
the agreement.
The rebellious prisoners had threatened to kill Mejia Barrios,and once put a pistol to his
head in front of a group of reporters. But after he was freed unharmed, several inmates
expressed hope he would stay on as warden, saying he had always treated them well.
Heavily armed riot police surrounding the penitentiary in this small town 11 miles east
of Guatemala City were withdrawn after Mejia Barrios was released, and a new contingent
of regular prison guards went in.
A special government human rights commission followed them and planned to stay
inside for 48 hours to back up a promise of no reprisals.
Orozco said food and living conditions would be improved,crowding reduced and steps
would be taken to cut prisoners' sentences or speed trials.

NOVOKUZNETSK.Russia(Al') — President Boris Yeltsin campaigned Tue
day for political support from miners in Siberia, but told them he could not meet their
demand to free the price of coal.
With less than two weeks left before a nationwide referendum on his leadership, Yeltsin
faced down a demonstrator angry over soaring inflation and told her: "Don't vote — this
is your right."
Yeltsin appeared in an auditorium at the Abashevskaya Mine in Russia's coal rich
Kuznetsk Basin to answer questions from miners and hear their grievances, but he did not
bring up the April 25 referendum. Instead, he promised them more economic freedom,
lower taxes On coal exports, greater benefits and a stronger fight against crime.
But he rejected their demands to lift controls on the price of coal, warning it would have
a broad impact on the economy and trigger further inflation.
"All of Russia will explode," he said. "The price of coal is the price of meat, milk and
services — the price of everything."
The president received a mixed response from the 400 people in the hall.'While some
grumbled, others warmly greeted his pledges of greater economic freedom.
A large crowd met Yeltsin as he left the hall, and one woman in her 60s complained to
him about her meager pension."Boris Nikolayevich how can you live on 6,000 rubles(less
than $10) a month?" she asked.
Yeltsin conceded that life was hard, but when she refused to stop complaining, he
rebuked her and said: "Don't vote — this is your right."
Yeltsin's appearance in this city of680,000 people. 1,800 miles east of Moscow,was part
of his campaign before the April 25 referendum to settle his power struggle with the
Communist-dominated Congress ofPeople's Deputies, v• hich has been eroding his atithori ts
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•Multiracial elections

Mandela appeals to
leaders for quick elections
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP) — Nelson Mandela appealed to white and black leaders
Tuesday to agree on quick multiracial elections as a
way to end political violence like the assassination of
Communist chief Chris Hani.
The white man charged with killing Hani, one of the
country's most popular black leaders, appeared briefly in a
courthouse surrounded by about 300 heavily armed soldiers
and police.
Scattered unrest in a few black townships since Hani's
slaying Saturday appeared to subside. But fear remained
that blacks would vent their rage during a one-day protest
strike and memorial services throughout the country Wednesday.
Hann a top African National Congress official and head
of the South African Communist Party, will be buried near
his home Monday, the ANC said.
Mandela. the ANC's president, told about 1,000 people
outside Hani's home in the Johannesburg suburb of Boksburg that the killing showed the urgent need for the first
elections including the black majority.

3

•Vietnam war

Document alleges that
North Vietnam held
hundreds more POWs
HANOI. Vietnam (AP) — Vietnamese officials
Tuesday denounced as a "fabrication" a document that
allegedly shows North Vietnam held hundreds more
American prisoners of war in 1972 than it admitted at the time.
The formerly secret document found recently in Soviet
Communist Party archives in Moscow — if authentic —
indicates North Vietnam held 1,205 American POWS that
year — 837 more than it acknowledged to the United States
The New York Times reported Monday that thel report was
written by General Tran Van Quang,then deputy chief of staff
of the North Vietnamese Army. The document found in the
archi ves has been described as a Russian translation ofthe report
"This is a pure fabrication, and we completely reject
it," said Tran Van Tu.dept. y director of Vietnam's official
agency in charge 31 seeking persons missing from the war.
Tu's office works with U.S. government representatives to
resolve the fate of Americans still missing from the war.

4

•Transition of power

China, Britain to talk
BEIJING (AP) — China announced Tuesday it
will hold talks later this month with Britain on
differences over Hong Kong's politica: future that
have been the focus of a bitter diplomatic dispute.
The talks signal renewed cooperation between the two
countries in working for a smooth transition for Hong Kong,
due to be handed back to China by Britain in 1997.
The announcement, made on China's national television
news, said talks would begin in Beijing on April 22 to
resolve differences over local elections.
The dispute centers on a proposal by Hong Kong Gov.
Chris Patten to broaden the electorate in the balloting for the
territory's Legislative Council, or legislature.
Beijing's leaders have vehemently opposed the proposal, worried that greater democracy in Hong Kong could lead
to calls for greater political freedoms in China.
The major block to talks had been the role Hong Kong officials
would play.China insisted on negotiations between the two nations
while Britain sought a large n)le for the colony's rtpese,ntatives.

5

•Assassination

Muslim extremists
claim responsibility
ASSIUT, Egypt — Muslim extremists claimed
responsibility Tuesday for the assassination of a
major general and threatened more killings as 5,000
policemen arrived to help search for the killers.
Police said searches have been carried out continuously
in Assiut, 200 miles south of Cairo,and surrounding villages since Sunday's attack, which killed the deputy provincial
security chief, his bodyguard and his driver.
A member ofthe radical al-Gamaa al-Islamiya,or Islamic
Group. telephoned a reporter and said the attack was to
a Yenpe the death ofa militant leader shot by police this month.
The caller, who spoke on condition ofanonymity for fear
of reprisals, said the group plans to kill other senior security
figures, especially Maj. Gen. Atxiel-Wahab el-Hilali, Assiut's provincial security chief.
El-Hilali's deputy, Maj.Gen. Mohamed el-Sheimy,was
a victim of Sunday's machine-gun attack.
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Sex Matters
This month is Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness
Month on campus. This
month provides us with an
opportunity for reflection
and discussion. In his writing. "Homophobia on the
College Campus," Brian
McNaught, author of On Being Gay, provides us with a list of questions to prompt
such a discussion. A sampling of these
question are listed below. As you read each
one, please take the time to reflect on our
own university.
1 Does the university recognize that
there are gay, lesbian and bisexual people
among admistrators, faculty, staff, students,
and alumni? It is commonly accepted that 10
per cent of the population is homosexual.
2. Can we agree that a significant number
of people at this university have gay or
lesbian family members and friends and that
homophobia takes a toll on these individuals
too? How do we imagine intense and preoccupying negative feelings about homo-

by Sandy Caron

sexuality affects the well-being and produc- living personnel. Greek life, athletics, and
tivity of heterosexual people?
campus ministry?
10. Is there an orientation session for all
3. Do we recognize that homophobic
behaviors and attitudes exist on the campus? new students which outlines the university's
Would we, for instance, encourage a gay policy on non-discrimination?
11. Are there an abundance of good,
administrator, faculty,or staff person or student to "come out." If not, why not? If the current books on homosexuality written by
gay and lesbian members of our campus are and for gay people in the library?
not out, what toll do we imagine that it takes
12. Does the health center/counseling
on them on a daily basis?
center provide non-judgemental services?
4. To what extent are we willing to go to What would communicate to gay, lesbian
guarantee that no discrimination exists?
and bisexual students that they are safe and
5. Do openly gay and lesbian faculty welcome?
receive tenure?
13. Is there a thorough, mandated orien6. What would be the reaction to a gay or tation session for all new students which
lesbian residence hall or to the formation of discusses cultural diversity, teaches about
a gay and lesbian fraternity or sorority?
homophobia and makes the link between
7. Does Wilde Stein (the student group) racism, sexism and homophobia?
receive the same recognition and resources
14. Are student leaders taking into conas other student groups?
8. Are gay and lesbian studies recog- •Riot standoff continues
nized as valid academic pursuits?
9. Is there a thorough, mandated training
on the issues facing gay, lesbian and bisexual people for the campussecurity,the health
center and counseling center staff, campus

sideration the needs of gay, lesbian and bisexual students when they plan studentfunctions?
15. Does the student newspaper (and
other media outlets)regularly include information of interest to gay, lesbian and bisexual students?
16. Dofraternities and sororities ackno ledge the presence and needs ofgay arid lesbian members? Are there non-discrimination
guidelines in the national charter?
Dr. Sandra L Caron is Assistant Professor of Family Relations in the School of
Human Development. She teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality. Questicnsfor Dr.
Caron should be sent directly to The Maine
Campus, basement ofLord Hall. Copyright
Sandra L Caron, 1993

Seventh body found in
southern Ohio prison
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LUCASVILLE,Ohio(AP)— The body
of a seventh inmate was found in a state
prison where hundreds of barricaded convicts are holding eight guards hostage.
The unidentified inmate was recovered
at about 10 a.m. in a section adjoining a
cellblock where the siege began Sunday
afternoon,said Tessa I. nwin,a spokeswoman for the state Department of Rehabilitation and Correction.
The guards were taken hostage at the
maximum-security Southern Ohio Correctional Facility as they rushed in to break up
a fight that authorities believe was a trick.
The inmates took the guards' batons and
beat to death fellow prisoners.
Some 450 prisoners were still in control
of the section of the prison where the riot
started, state officials said.
"It appears as if there was a staged
fight," said Reginald Wilkinson,who heads
the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction.

Earth Colloquium '93
April 17th - 24th at the University of Maine
Brought to you by The Coalition.

Open and Free to the Public
• Child Programs
• Workshops
• Slide Presentations
• Lectures
• Seminars
• Discussions

The Environmental Education Event of the Year
For More Information Call Chris Maio at 581-3300.

Ms.Unwin said authorities were investigating whether the latest death was a homicide or a suicide. No other details were
disclosed.
Overnight, the inmates rigged a loudspeaker and expressed dissatisfaction with
the talks.
"I'm telling you that you got problems,"
a voice declared from a cellblock window.
"They can give us what we ask for — it's
well within our rights. Then you will have
someone back. Why don't they want to do
this?"
Sharron Komegay,another spokeswoman for the Department of Corrections, confirmed that inmates had rigged some kind of
loudspeaker system.
State officials today negotiated for the
guards' release with some of the inmates.
The eight hostages had been seen by a prison
employee Monday and were believed to be
in good health,department spokesman Dav.id Morris said.
The inmates presented 19 demands,
mostly dealing with prison rules, officials
said. Authorities would not give details
The violence may have stemmed from
racial turmoil, officials said.
"Certainly it could be racially motiN ated,but there is also information to presume
that it may not be the case," Wilkinson said.
The first six prisoners killed were white,
but some ofthe eight prisoners injured in the
uprising are black, and one of the eight
hostages is black, Ms. Koniegay said.
The other inmates in the overcrowded
prison were confined to cells away from the
riot area The prison, with more than 1.800
inmates, or about 200 more than it was
designed for, houses some of the state's
most dangerous prisoners.
Ms. Komegay said prisoners took 24inch batons from the guards and killed the
six convicts. Their battered bodies were
released to authorities Monday.
On Monday, prisoners hung four bedsheet signs outcellblock windows.One sheet
said, "We want to talk to the FBI" and
another said,"The state is not negotiating:.
Reporters were kept too far away to read the
other two.
Negotiators said the prisoners could
speak to the news media only after releasing
a guard.
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•Work with children

Social work students provide valued service to
Downeast Area Big Brothers and Big Sisters
By Randy Robinson

the small staff could not reach on its own.
Sisters," Thomas said. Her goal is to get
The group also has recruited other stu- every child within the home a Big Brother or
Staff Writer
dents on campus,taken out ads in The Maine Sister. The group also wants to make people
Lonely children at 'nd in Maine and Jen Campus and Maine Perspective, set up a aware there is a need for volunteers, espeWilson is trying to do something about it.
"match discount program" in which local cially men.
Wilson and four other senior social work businesses give discounts to a Big Brother/
"For every three Little Brothers who apstudents are doing an advocacy project for Little Brother pair, etc.
ply, one Big Brother applies," Walker said.
Downcast Big Brothers/Big Sisters as part of
Sherrie Thomas,Wilson'sclassmate,said "Women,by far," are more likely to particitheir Social Work Methods III class. For the group decided to help Big Brothers/Big pate. Walker said a new group,Big Couples,
Wilson, a Hebron, Maine native, childhood Sisters because at Community Health and was formed to fill the need for Big Brothers;
loneliness is easy to understand.
Counseling, where Thomas works as a case Bigs and Links must be of the same gender
"I can relate to kids who are lonely, Wil- worker,a single parent who isThomas'client unless the Bigs are a couple.
son said. Because her siblings are so much has a child who is in need ofa Big Brother,as
Walker emphasized people don't need
older than she is, she felt like an only child are many boys. The waiting list for a boy to much money to help a child. They are asked
much of the time growing up. As a class get a Big Brother,Thomas said, is about two only to spend three to five hours per week
project,she is now doing something to bene- years, compared to six months for a girl.
with their child. That does not need to be a
"We thought as a group it would be nice bloc of five hours; "It's just incorporating
fit an organization which tries to ease childhood loneliness.
to link up with Downcast Big Brothers/Big kids into your life."
According to Michele Walker of
Downcast Big Brothers/Big Sisters,the organization began in the United States in 1904.
The local chapter, which covers 20 towns in
Penobscot County,wasfounded in 1979.It is
affiliated with Catholic Charities Maine and
receives about one half of its funding from
United Way of Penobscot Valley.
Walker said Wilson's group has been
"invaluable"to the Downcast chapter, which
has only three staffers,two ofthem part-time.
The students have gone to"outlying areas-in
PenobscotCounty such as EastCorinth which

•Gays and the military

Marines deny
,
_
starting fight
at gay bar
WILMINGTON, N.C. LAP) — Three
Marines charged with assault at a gay bar
testified Monday they only fought back in
self-defense.
Two said they struck a man when he ran
at them swinging a telephone receiver.
"He had the phone cocked back like he
was going to hit me," Lance Cpl. Colin
Hunt said."He was red and he was angry."
Hunt said the man was John Laughter, who
testified earlier in the trial that he was assaulted first.
Lance Cpl. Patrick Cardone also testified he hit Laughter after the man swung the
phone at him.
Hunt said during cross-examination that
he felt threatened 'hen he entered the bar —
Mickey Ratz, which caters to homosexuals
— because people inside taunted the Marines and made sexual overtures.
Lance Cpl. Walter Watkins III testified
he never hit any of the three people he is
charged with assaulting. He said he kicked
in the throat someone who was holding him
around the waist during the fighting.
The Marines said they were waiting in
the bar lobby while a woman in their group
used a rest room.
Cardone said he told the people inside,
"I don't want nothing to do with you faggots. We'rejust waiting for the girl to use the
bathroom and were out of here."
Hunt, 20; Cardone, 23, and Lance Cpl.
Walter Watkins III, 26, are charged with
three counts of assault in the Jan 29-30
ruckus. Defense lawyers say their clients
were defending themselves in a common
bar brawl.

Walker said, "Students sell themselves
short on what they have to offer." Wilson
agreed, saying all kids need is someone to
listen to them and "make them see they can
have a bright future."
Wilson and Thomas both said they probably will become Big Sisters after graduation, when they have more time. Walker said
there is a six-step application process to become a Big Brother or Sister,and the process
can take two to three months. She emphasized one need not be affiliated with Catholic
Charities Maine to apply.
An informational meeting for those interested in becoming a volunteer will be held
today at 6 p.m. in the Sutton Lounge in the
Union.Forfurtherinformation,call Downcast
Big Brothers/Big Sisters at 941-2862.
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•Protest

The Mc

•Pro

Students protest Clinton policy toward
Haitian refugees with hunger strike

Gl

3y Alex Kull
Staff Writer
Over 20 University of Maine students began a week-long hunger strike on Tiles( 'y
afternoon to protest what University of Maine
student Steve West called "the unjust and
illegal policies ofthe Clinton and Bush athnuiistrations towards Haitian refugees."
The hunger strike begins UMaine's involvement in Operation Harriet Tubman, a
nationwide student movementaimed atending
the detainment of over 200 Haitians in a refugee camp at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in
Cuba, many of whom are HIV positive.
Throughout the week the protesters v.ill
occupy -Camp Clinton," an area enclosed by
barbed wire on the mall in front of Fogler
Library.
The students said they will brave the April
wind and rain as a gesture of solidarity with the
Haitian refugees, living in tents and lean-tos
and subsisting on nothing but water and juice.
According to protestorganizer Ethan Strimling, 20 to 30 other students and faculty members will fast for one to three days in solidarity
with the hunger strikers.
Since the overthrow of the democratically
elected President Jean-Bertrand An Aide in
September 1991, thousands of Haitians have
attempted to flee their country and seek political asylum in the United States.

The gr,
UMaini

By De
Staff

MPAC members protest U.S. policy toward Haitians on the mall in front of Fogler Lbrary.(Boyd photo.)
Although many refugees claim they are
fleeing persecution by the dictatorship that
replaced Aristide, their appeals for asylum
have been largely denied by federal authorities,

forcing them to either return to Haiti or stay in
detention camps like Guantanamo Bay.
"This country's national honor is compromised each day that it holds innocent

•Zioss406.p
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human beings who are not criminals but yet
who are denied basic human riehts,subjected
See HAITIANS on page 16
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VEGAS NIGHT
at the Union
Saturday, April 17
8pm-midnight
Casino Games • Big, Big Prizes • 3 Comedians,
Lounge Singers; and much more • Food
FREE "Viva Los Vegas"

- I Ills Is .VN A.MAZING HELL
OF ENTERTAINMENT:
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A FEW GOOD MEN
Friday, April 16
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 & 9:15pm
50(/ w/ UMaine Student I.D.
$3 General Public
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Group protests Red Cross for gay discrimination

1;4
Li'

we," she said.
ORR said the Red Cross discriminates
against the campus gay male population by the
questions it asks in a pre-donation survey.
Among the various flyers was a page of
who can donate blood, such as female prostitutes and male rapists. Information provided
on the sheet contained several factual errors
compared with the survey form the Red Cross
uses. No one belonging to ORR had publicly
come forth for comment.
The actual Red Cross screening process
asks no questions regarding rape, or which
involve use of the word prostitution. A question doesdefer anyone who has provided sex in
exchange for money or drugs.
ORR cited one specific question asked on
a pre-donation survey, "For men: Have you
ever had sex with another man, even once
(since 1977)?"
This question, the unknown group said,
improperly targets risk groups and not risky
behavior.
Dr. Robert Hoff,asoriate medical director
The group Operation Red Rover distributed flyers and hung this banner at
for
the
Northeast region of the Red Cross,said
UMaine on Tuesday. (VVickenheiser photo.)
there are many questions on the survey deblood drive on campus for this academic year signed to target many risk factors and are not
By Deanna L Partridge
the annual Greek Week blood drive, histori- designed to target specific people.
Staff Writer
"It's very easy to complain," Hoff said.
cally one of the largest in Maine.
He said the question the Red Cross asks are
the
flyers
had
on
clear
what
effects
It
is
not
Tuesday morning members of the Univerwritten
and required by the Federal Drug Assoreportalthough
it
was
yesterday's
blood
drive,
sity of Maine community awoke to find banciation
and are not designed by his organizadrive.
last
year's
slower
than
ed
as
ners and flyers protesting the American Red
tion.
The
Red Cross would be shut down,Hoff
representative
for
field
Angela
Bilodeau,
Cross blood donor program.
involved
in
Bangor,
has
been
Cross
of
Operation Red Rover (ORR) distributed Red
photocopies questioning the motives and pol- UMaine blood drives for six years.The univericies of the Red Cross just in time for the last sity community has been "unfailingly support-

said,if they did not ask the screening question.
Hoff said the questions were directed to
reduce the people donating who were potentially infected with the HIV virus,even though
every unit of blood donated is tested for the
antibody.
When asked it the survey asks any questions directed toward heterosexual behavior,
Hoff responded,"No. Well, yes and no."
In !espouse to ORR's allegation that the
survey is discriminatory because it doesn't ask
questions about heterosexual unsafe sex, Hoff
qualified his answer by saying the questions
about sexually transmitted diseases, previous
HIV testing and drug use,are designed totarget
at-risk behavior.
"Many think donating blood is a right. It's
not, it's a privilege," Hoff said.
Zero-risk blood isthe goalofthe Red Cross,
according to Hoff. He said the risk ofcontracting HIV through a transfusion is 1 in 150,000.
He credits these numbers to the Red Cross
screening process.
"In my opinion, the safety of the blood
supply is a success story based on the things
implemented in the past eight years," Hoff
said.
Jill Harmon, co-chair of Wilde Stein, offered her own opinions on the matter but could
not speak officially for her organization.
"I didn't have anything to do with it," she
See BLOOD on page 16
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One more time.
110 Little Hall
6:00 - 7:30pm
Wednesday, April 14, 1993

McOilikt
Save
$3
Oilube,
on a Full Service
Oil Change!

765 Hogan Rd. Bangor

Not valid with other coupons. 505 Wilson St. Brewer

A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political ',V Social Issues

SPRING 1995
Thursdays' 12:20- 1.50 pm
Bangor Lounge'
Memorial Union
University of Maine

Student Government Presidential and Vice Presidential Candidate

Debate

WHAT IS ALIVE AND WHAT IS DEAD
IN MARXISM
Burt Haden. English. Cynthia Mahmood, Anthropology;
Doug Allen. Philosophy

Sponsored by The Maine Campus
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•Fiji is back

Phi Gamma Delta returns to UMaine campus
11,
1
1
Pri

By Lori Glazier
Staff Writer

PhiGamma Delta fraternity' has recently been
restored to full status after being without its recognition at the University of Maine last year.
The chapter, which officially lost its recognition March 31, 1992.received this disciplinary' measure as a result of ho! ng an
unauthonzed party in February 1992.
As of April 1 this year,the fraternity's flag
and sign were once again displayed outside
their chapter house at 79 College Ave.
Also, the brothers were allowed to show
thetr letters on campus,a privilege which they
had been denied throughout the past year.
During their year of nonrecognition, the
fraternity was not able to participate in Inter-

fraternal Council. Greek intramural sports.
formal rush and social and service events.
However.-the hardest part(of nonrecognition) was not knowing what was going to
happen to the chapter," Bill Doyle, current
FIJI president. said.
According Doyle. the chapter used this
time to re-evaluate, reor:janize and plan for
their return.
Three main improvements he cited within
the fraternity were an overall GPA increase;
renovations done to the house kitchen and
upstairs; and a new live-in -advisor, Tom
Desjardin.
-Tom brings a wealth ofexperience to the
fraternity," William Lucy, associate dean of
student activities said.
-They are very fortunate to have him at
this time."he said. Desjardin. now a UM aine
Ph.D. student, used to work at the fraterni-

ty's international headquarters.
Immediately after the chapter's loss of
recognition, the fraternity was placed under
"trusteeship." and the alumni took over,
Desjardin said.
A core group ofalumni interviewed every
brother in the fraternity, and about seven
ere asked to leave, according to Desjardin.
This process of reviewing the chapter,
and its goals will continue "until the fraternity gets back on its feet," he said.
With about 35 current members, the fraternity has not gone down in number over the
past year, but it is a much younger chapter
now.
Doyle said he felt the attitudes ofthe brothers is a more responsible one than before.
He attributes the fraternity's successful
-turn around"to the guidance and experience
of the alumni.

LAST CALL FOR SENIORS

Currently FIJI is looking forward to
becoming involved with campus
functions
again.
They have already hosted a joint
Panhellenic and IFC meeting at their house.
and
participated in Greek Week activities.
Also, the day after receiving recognition,
the brothers volunteered to take part in their
first service project.
After the televised hockey game at the
Maine Center for the Arts on April 3,
16
brothers helped clean up the building.
Although the brothers were not able
to
organize their annual FUI marathon 'Or
this
April, they are making plans for next year.
As far as personal goals. Doyle said he
would like to work at getting rid of the
"Animal House"stereotype fraternities have
"I want people to see us as a useful organization here on campus - helping, and
learning," he said.
"We are pleased to have them back,"
Lucy said.
"They have made positive changes. and
worked hard to earn their right to come back."
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Graduation announcements available at the libr
ary (all hours) starting
April 12 and table hours staring April 19. Spon
sored by Senior Council.
"

Monday
Apri119,1993
12:00 p.m.
Lynch Room
Fogier Library
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Have you thought about going to
graduate school? Looking forward to a
career in public affairs, university
teaching, or the diplomatic corps?
Thinking about study abroad or a life in
scielltific research? The campus
community is invited to hear about the
opportunities available for graduate and
undergraduate fellowships and
scholarships—Fulbright Fellowships,
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon Fello
wships
in the Humanities,and Phi Kipp
a Phi
Fellowships,among others. First- and
second-year students are especially
encouraged to attend. Now is the time
to
plan'
,1-Lead. Some one has to win these
. It
might as well be you.

Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the Colle

ge of Arts &Humanities

•In Maryland

Husband testifies
about wife's death
in carjacking
ELLICOTT CITY,Md.(AP)— The husband of a woman who was dragged to her
death in a carjacking wiped back tears today
as he testified how he captured on videotape
two men who were arrested hours later in the
killing
Biswanath Basu made the videotape Sept.
8 as his wife, Pam, prepared to drive the
couple's daughter. Sarina. to her first d of
preschool.
"Out of the corner of my eye, I saw two
men walking down the(sidewalk).then I saw
them in the viewfinder ... and I taped them as
I was taping Sarina," Basu said.
Moments later. Mrs. Basu was forced out
of he car and, her arm tangled in a seat belt,
was dragged to her death when two men
drove off with the child inside, prosecutors
charge.
The child was dropped by the side of a
road in her child seat and was not injured.
attaB
cka.su said he did not witness the actual
The carjacking in affluent Savage. between Baltimore and Washington, prompted
cari ss and
Congre
d many states to pass laws on
Bernard Miller. 17, of Washington, is
charged with murder, kidnapping. robbery
and felony theft and is being tried as an adult.
Rodney Solomon, 27, also of Washington, faces identical charges. Each pleaded
innocent and has told detectives that the other
wfaascesrespo later.nsible for the carjacking. Solomon
trial
Basu did not specifically identify Miller
as one of the men shown on the videotape.
Assistant State's Attorney Michael
Rexroad had said he would introduce the
videotape today,but announced this morning
that it would be shown later in the trial.
Miller and Solomon were arrested at a
police roadblock about half an hour after the
carjacking.
Prosecutors have called for the death penalyi f.or Solomon.but Miller is protected from
the death penalty because he was 16 at the
time.
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•Greek Week under way

Greek celebration begins with torch & togas
By Lori Glazier
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Staff Writer
In a strong show ofspirit and pride,campus
Greeks kicked off their annual Greek Week
celebration Monday afternoon.
Wearing togas. ranging in color from stan-

Meanwhile, a member of each fraternity
and sorority had been brought into Bangor to
be torch runners.
Staring in Downtown Bangor,MayorJohn
Bragg lit the first hand-held torch, and passed
it to the first runner.
Each runner carried the lit torch just under

"It was great to have the President celebrate
with us..."
—Beth Govoni, Alpha Phi sister
dard white,to striped, and flowered sheets,the
Greeks began their traditional parade from FIJI
a little after 5 p.m.
Together, the participating fraternity and
sorority chapters created a large. marching
gioup whose multiple banners, and singing
drew curious stares from pedestrians and drivers passing by.
The Greeks made their way down College
Ave.,led by a police escort,through the Memorial Gym parking lot, and across the mall.
'The route ended at the front steps of Fogler
Library,wh....re victorious Olyrnr.,ic music greeted the Greek community.
Also there to welcome them, and share in
the torch lighting ceremony,were several University of Maine faculty and administrators
dressed in togas.
"This is what Greek life is all about," Margaret Healey,Panhellenic Council public relations chair, remarked on the unity and spirit of
the group.

half a mile before passing it off.
The route took them through Bangor, Veazie, Orono and down College Ave.
Finally Bananas,carrying the flame for the
last leg of the run. was spotted heading up the
mall.
To the cheers of the crowd, he handed the
flame to UMaine President Fred Hutchinson,
who lit the symbolic Olympic torch in front of
the library.
"I appreciate the way everyone gottogether
today,and for what the Greek system has done
for the whole campus," Hutchinson said.
"It was great to have the president celebrate
with us. but best of all, he showed his support
by wearing a toga!"Beth Govoni,an Alpha Phi
sister, said.
William Lucy, associate dean of Student
Activities, said that of the 23 kickoffs he has
seen,-this was the most exciting one ever."
Both Panhellenic and Interfraternity Council presidents,Jen Monahan md Chris Farmer,

President Arthur Hauck, right, celebrates Maine Day in 1951.(Photo courtesy
of Fogler Library.)
expressed their thanksand challenged all Greeks
to show the same amount of enthusiasm all
week
However, before anyone lett, the runners
were given a big round of applause.
Included in the line-up were John Halstead,
vice-president for Student Affairs, and Scott
Anchors, director of Campus Living.
"It was encouraging to see the amount of
participation," James Quinn, a brother of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity, said.
Quinn said he felt that this week would
prove to be one of"real Greek enthusiasm and
competition."

On Tuesday."The Greek Week Blood Drive
was held from II a.m. to 7 p.m in The Pit.
Greeks assisted in several areas throughout
the day, including registration, taking blood
pressure and working the canteen
Although the Greeks did not reach their
goal of 400 pints, Angela Bilodeau a field
representative from the Red CIDSS, said she
was pleased with what they did get.
Tony Be.ssey, first vice-president of IW,
praised the fraternitic s and sororities for their
contributions.
"I am proud of the Greek turnout, they did
well," he said.
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michael hedges is such an unusually
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that his music defies a categorical

pi•geonhole.

engaging to be new age and too

complex and apolitical to

call folk, hedges himself says, "after i went through my
mental period, i started my

Check this.

through an
wacka

All groups that will be needing checks from Student
Government, Inc. before the end of the semester
should fill out a request and turn it in before Friday,
April 23rd.

a

savage

onomatopoeic

wacka

hedges is

Final check requests are due!

If your group will be receiving bills during the summer
that will be paid wiih 92-93 allocation, you must let us
know now so that we can plan ahead for 93-94.

too

heavy

myth phase. then i went

direct-link phase to wacka

guitar." whatever your musical taste, michael

must-see.
april 14 at 7
$5 rush tickets

wednesday,

P.M

wednesday, april 14, 9 k.M. - 4 P.M. & 5:30 - 7 P.m.
limit

2 tickets per U.M. I.D.

No reknos/exchanges on previously puchased rockers

The checks will be ready to be picked up during the
week of April 26-30. The financial office will not be
open during finals week.

musician

207-581-1755 for tickets
tocIftty 207-581-1888

maine center
for the
arts
university of maine
orono, maine 04469-5746
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Deejay pair hosts local techno music rave dance

The Raving Maniacs Bob Ganem (left) and Ken Boon (right)
.(Kiesow photo.

By Kim Dineen
Combine techno music,seven deejays,over
200 people and an indoor midnight snowstorm
and it all adds up tofast rave in northern Maine.
At the Oronoka this Thursday night. Ken
Boone and Bob Ganem. also known as the
Raving Maineacs, are staging their first and
what they claim is the first real rave in this area.
-We thought it would be a good idea to
bring the rave :ulture to northern Maine,"

I

said
As described by Boone,the rave cuiture is
a combination of techno music. lights, lots of
people and a touch of spontaneity.
'To define a rave, it would need techno
music which is basically made for dancing —
it's very fast, all computer generated, lots of
samples,lots of bass — and the visuals — lots
oflights. Those are the two things which make
a rave," Boone said.
Raves originated, according to Ganem.
Gallen)

Staff Writer

GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK
APRIL 12-17, 1393

1

during the mid-1980s in England; but rather
than today's techno sound,acid—house music
was popular then. Another difference between
current and original raves, are "that they were
for the most part illegal. They took place in
areas (race tracks or fields) what people
didn't have permits for them," said Ganem.
A secretive atmosphere was upheld in orto avoid the authorities: sometimes organizers announced the location for a rave 24
hours in advance. Sometimes, a trail of clues
was left It trendy shops so ravers had to pursue
a -treasure hunt" of sorts to learn where rave
locations.
Although another common element in underground raves is drug use,particularly Ecstasy, neither Ganem nor Boone think drugs are
necessary to enjoy raves.
"I don't think Ecstasy is as big on the East
Coast as it was in England or California,"
Ganem said. "I don't condone doing drugs at
raves.'Me purpose of raves is to get contact
high. Raves are very safe places because everybody is getting together to dance."
-the whole atmosphere with the lights and
the music is designed to be a natural high,"
Boone said."You don't have to drugs to have
a totally different experience from everyday
life. It's mind altering as it is."
Once raves reached the West Coast, other
problems arose as some organizers were in the
t asiness only for the money.
"In California, they were underground because some entrepreneurs were looking to
make a quick buck and didn't care at all about
peoples' safety while they were dancing,"
Ganem said."Some places had problems with
the structures, like the floors could collapse.
They werejust looking to get the people in and
get their money and whatever happened, oh
well."
"I like what's happening more on the East
Coast because you know if you go to a rave itss
going to go all night and not going to get busted

by police, it's a safe structure — you're
not
going to die by a roofcaving or a floor collapsing," Ganem said.
Diverse locations and spontaneous scheduling add to raves' appeal.'They don't happen
ever week. In some big cities, they take
place
maybe ever couple of months," Boone said.
Another factor is the originality.
"Even if a person has put on a lot of raves,
they do each one differently with a different
theme. Whereas if you go to a club, it has the
same feel night after nighi," Ken said.
'The energy is a lot more charged. When
you go to a dance club, you might go there to
dance and to see your friends, but a lot of the
other people will be alien to you. But at a rave,
it's just everybody getting together for one
purpose — to dance. So there's a harmony, a
oneness there," Ganem said.
Ganem and Boone have gone to raves in
Portland, Vemiont and Montreal. The rave
locations varied from an old barn to the old
museum of modern art in Montreal.
-The places that they have them range from
warehouses to clubs," Boone said. 'They're
held wherever they can find a space — which
changes the whole feeling of the rave depending on where it is."
The Raving Maineacs' first rave will last
from 9 p.m. to I a.m. on April 15 at the
Oronoka. Transportation will be provided to
the Oronoka from the Circle Drive behind the
Memorial Union from 9to 10 p.m.and back to
campus between 1 and 2 a.m.
'People are alwayslookingfora party and this
is a fresh alternative," Boone said. "It's just a
chance to give people something different to do."
Any money made at Thursday'sevent,will
be used for their next rave, Boone and Ganem
said. This venture isn't about making money.
"We want to give people a party that tilt)
can feel good about going to,and that there isn't
any kind of social pressure. They can go and
have a good time and feel safe," Ganem said.

Prepare for Summer Employment Bartending Course
Black Bear Inn, Orono, April 19 & 20,6-10pm.
$125 Registration Fee April 19 from 5:306pm
or call(902)443-8776.
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WE'D LIKE TO REACH YOUR HEART
THROUGH YOUR STOMACH

HOP IOPHOBIA REFERS TO AN IRRATIONAL, EXCESSIVE. ABED PERSISTENT FEAR OF HOMOSEXUALITY. THE
ULTIMATE EXPRESSION OF THIS FEAR IS UEEN IN THE
BRUTAL BEA-rums OR MURDERS OF SUSPECTED OR KNOWN
HOMOSEXUALS. HOMOPHOBIA IS ALSO EXPRESSED BY
RIDICULING HOMOSEXUALS WITH JOB= OR DEROGATORY
TERMS. rhAY/LF.SBIJUI/BISEXUJU. AWAP.ENE1313 WIL1
X

IS OUR ATTEMPT TO

Kn..= ,-,EOPLE

WITO =FMB nand

HOMOPHOBIA. AND TO RAISE PEOPLE'S AWARENESS OF
GAY ISSUES.
Tins KNARAILIA initotrowr re you NY Tax MIUYERSTTY or MAWR
COMMTYYMI FOR LEEMAN, BISEXUAL, AIM GAY CONCERNS

•
Announcing Subway's Food For Food '93
food drive - a good cause disguised as a
free lunch. Just bring in a can of food
to any participating Subway store this Sunday.
April 18th and we'll give you a free 6Subway sandwich (limit one regular 6- Sub per
customer). All canned goods go to restock
your local food bank in what is expected
to be the single largest food drive in
history. So please stop by with a can and an
appetite. Because at Subway, we don't
think anyone should go hungry.
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•In Ohio

Hiker to speak ofexperience
trekking from Mexico to Yosemite
By James Kachmar
Volunteer Writer
Hiker Nancy Schroeder will be giving a
slide show presentation on her solo trek
from Mexico to Yosemite tonight in the
Memorial Union.
Schroeder's talk is sponsored by the
Maine Outing Club(MOC)and will be in
the Lown Room at 7:30 p.m.
Shroeder hiked from Mexico to Yosemite in 1992 and put together a slide
show and presentation featuring her experiences.She has been touring the East Coast
with her show entitled "Hiking the Pacific
Crest Trail - Mexico to Yosemite." Schroeder is highly experienced in the outdoors
and completed this trek in its entirety solo.
The Pacific Coast Trail is 2650 miles long.
"She's got a lot of knowledge," said
MOC President Tom Moulton.
Moulton said Schroeder will be discussing logistics of her trip such as her food
drop spots, time schedules and distance
objectives she encountered. Other topics
he said will be looked at are the types of
food she consumed, her calorie intake, and
how she handled adverse conditions like
weather, loneliness and pain.
Some of the club members said they are
really looking forward to her presentation.
"She's experienced things we've never
even imagined,"said club member Rick
Noyes.

MOC Treasurer Glenn Bayfield said a
lot of people do not know about the club.
He said the club has been around for quite
a while and is having a cook out this Friday
for members to commemorate the occasion.
"I knew we were around for a while but
once!realized how long it's been I realized
that what we du now will affect people in
the future," Bayfield said.
"It's nice to have someone with so much
prestige in her field to do this presentation
as we are about to celebrate our seventieth
anniversary," Moulton said.
Moulton said he feels the slide show
will be worthwhile for everyone because
most of the people attending this presentation have hiked here in the East, but have
not had much experience with the dry western terrain.
"She's a real professional,"he said.
Bayfield said Schroeder had presented
this show to corporations, small businesses
and groups all along the East Coast.
"Doing this trail alone takes a great
amount of courage. It's challenge enough
to take on an adventure of this magnitude
with other people, but to do it alone is a real
testament to Nancy's endurance." Moulton said.
He said the club is trying to get as many
people there as possible- especially nonmembers- because the club is always looking to attract more people. Moulton said

Nancy Schroeder will share her expe
hence hiking from Mexico to Yosemite
with slides. (File photo.)
the slide show is something which will he
interesting even to people who have not
done a lot of hiking themselves.
Moulton said there is no admission fee
but donations of two dollars will be acceptable.
"She's worth a lot more than we're
paying her, unfortunately," he said.

Toxic waste
incinerator opens
despite protest
EAST LIVERPOOL, Ohio (AP) — A
hazardous waste incinerator has begun operating on a limited basis, a setback for
environmentalists who have waged a a 12year fight to keep the plant from opening.
The incinerator's natural-gas burners
were fired up Monday afternoon and waste
burning got under way at 10 p.m., plant
spokeswoman Carol C7ookerly said.
The state Environmental Protection
Agency approved limited operations at the
Waste Technologies Industries plant Monday. Approval for full operation awaits a
complete review of test results from a trial
burn run last month.
The approval for limited operation is
subject to several technical restrictions until
the plant can repeat a portion of the trial
burn,said state EPA spokeswoman Jennifer
Nichols.
The final permitting process probably
will take several months.
Supporters say the plant, on the Ohio
River near the Pennsylvania and West Virginia lines, will bring badly needed jobs to
the economically depressed area. Environmentalists say it will pollute the countryThe test the plant must repeat is intended
to determine a minimum temperature for
burning certain liquid wastes. A monitoring
instrument broke before the earlier test could
be completed.

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is extending an invitation to one motivated, management-oriented
individual to fill the position of assistant business manager for the 93-94 school year. This position k's fast-track
written all over it: after you complete your year as assistant business manager,you will be asked to take over the business
manager's position, making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the head cheese at The Campus. Of course, this job
will be a trump card on your resume.

Resumes and applications due by Monday, April 26, 1993
• Applicant must:
have two years remaining at the University of Maihe
have had two semesters of accounting
be a business major
be willing to comit 15-20 hours per week
•Work-study accepted but not required.
• You'll be held accountable for:
billing customers
subscriptions management
accounts receivable
• CAI Kelly at 581-1272,
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
between 2pm & 5pm for additonal info.

The Maine Campus
"Real people handling real money."
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EditorialPage
•Column

Home sweet home
Bonnie Satterfield

•

Sooner or later, most everyone has the experience of
searching for their first apartment or house. Living in your
own place is one of the most exhilarating feelings.
I practiced the science of searching the classifieds and rent
listings. The answering machines of landlords and real estate
agents became my friends. Once I met some of these people
, I missed the machines.
I shopped around to get a cheap but comfortable place. I
realize the two don't
often go together. For me,comfortable means not falling
into rotten floorboards
as you cross the threshold.
I experienced feelings of discomfort, fear and frustration at
the mere thought
of having to stay one night, let alone one year, in some
apartments. I crossed
these places off my list and trudged on to the next.
By the end of the week, after seeing 10 places, I wanted to
make a decision. I
couldn't concentrate on anything else.
I was lucky. With some paint and a few minor adjustments,
I found an apartment I liked the thought of coming home to.
I have learned about things I took for granted or didn't have to
pay for. I was
shocked by the cost of hooking up utilities. Cleaning supplies
and household
items are not cheap. Thank goodness for the tradition of familie
s donating materials to their poor children. It makes for an eclectic, but appreci
ated interior design.
My mother always threatened,"While your feet are under my
kitchen table,
you'll do as I ask." I now pay my own rent but my feet are
still planted under
her table every day. She let me have her old kitchen table. I think
it's some subliminal form of control.
The table is one of four pieces of furniture I have in a four room
apartment.
Fortunately some cabinets and a dresser are built into the walls.
Suffice it to say,
I haven't thrown out my packing boxes yet. I'm using them as
chairs and coffee
tables.
Before I moved my stuff, which obviously didn't take too long
because I had
no furniture, I scrubbed the entire place. My grandma instille
d this "nesting"
behavior in me. She always said a place never feels your own
until you've
cleaned every inch. Bless those New England work ethics.
Thanks to my family I was able to finish cleaning the place in
two days.
When I was done and unpacked I sat in the middle of my floor
and contemplated
my new abode. I noticed I'd lost track of time and it had gotten
dark. I went to
pull the shades on my seven foot windows(one of the main
attractions of the
apartment). My parents had measured and put the shades up during
the afternoon. Imagine my despair when the shades were all a foot too
short.
Despite initial anxiety in looking for an apartment and tempor
ary setbacks,
it's worth it all to stand back and stare at my walls and my kitchen
appliances.
I never thought I'd be this excited about domesticity. Friends
of mine assure
me it's a common phenomenon. I know it's not an experience
I will forget. I
also know the next time I move, an inevitable event, things will
be easier.
Bonnie Satterfield is a junior English major who will miss her
old roonunie
but is lookingforward to life with her new one.

•Homophobia

Support rights and thefight
In honor of Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Awareness Week, it would be fitting for
all of us to be aware ofour own prejudices
and do what we can to fight homophobia.
It is estimated that 10 percent of the
general population are homosexuals.That's
10 percent of your teachers, your peers,and
your fiends, whether you know it or not.
Gay and lesbian people have a hard
enough time dealing with their own feelings and L .e pressures of being a minority
in a heterosexual world.Homophobia and
discrimination only make it worse.
The fight for homosexual rights has
recently surfaced in Maine.The gay rights
bill has passed in the Senate, but is still
underconsideration in the House,and Governor McKernan has pledged to veto the
bill if it does not receive a large majority.
The bill does not mean special privileges for homosexuals. It means the right
to be treated like the rest of us, as human
beings and citizens of the state of Maine.

It means the right not to be discriminated
against in housing, credit, employment
and other basic fundamental rights. There
is no reason that this bill should not pass.
Why should heterosexuals deserve these
special rightsjust because they were born
in the majority?
Support the gay rights bill by writing
to your legislators and getting your friends
to do the same.Challenge homophobia in
yourselfand others by learning more about
homosexuality. Visit the table in the union
and attend the many special events to
celebrate Gay/Lesbian/ Bisexual Awareness Week, and pick up a "No homphobia" button there.
Homosexuality is not a disease and
gays and lesbians did not choose their
sexuality. They don't till any stereotypes,
and you probably have many gay friends.
We all should be tolerant and suppottivL,
for them and recognize that they have the
same rights we all do.(KAM)

•Bumstock
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Paralyzing ourprivileges

With the end of the semester d .awing
ever so closer,it can only mean ont.. thing:
Bumstock is gven nearer!
But this year Bumstock has been reduced from a weekend of fun,to a Saturday of fun. The bands will begin playing
Saturday afternoon,and will finish Saturday night - nothing more.
This is one change that should not
have been made in the Bumstock spirit. In
no way will the students appreciate a
shortened weekend of fun that has traditionally let people loosen-up before the
final days of the semester.
An idea that may have usefully been
implemented might be moving the stadium closer to the Hilltop parking lot, mov-

ing the vehicles parked there to a different
location,and allowing the studentstodance
and mingle knee-high in culture rather
than mud.
And what about the seniors who are
graduating? Shouldn't they feel cheated
out of an extra day of festivities they have
enjoyed throughout their undergraduate
years?
lndergraduate students should feel
cheated as well. The idea of Bumstock
being only one night could linger on in the
future. It may even get to the point where
Bumstock will be an hour or two long...or
maybe there will be no Bumstock at all!
What is going to be taken from us
nexi...oui(hiving privileges?(SRJ)
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For the twenty—first time, the University of Maine community and friends will gather together
to
enjoy a day of music and fun. This year's annual Burnstock will be held Saturday April 24th, with
festivities
beginning at 12 noon. This year, the Off—Captrus E3oard has organized the musical spring fling to
be full of talent
from within and outside of the Orono area.(Check out the great list of bands below!) Vendors
like Liciuld Sunshine will
also be Joining the Hilltop Concert Park to sell their wares: Beads, clothing,je,wlery, and more. The ever
famous
Sumstock t—shirts and pre—prints will also for sale amidst the music. Earth Colloquium 93 will bc sharing
special
events with the public, as a wrap—up of their week. Wow! So much to do, and all in one day. As always,
SUM5tOCk is
free and open to the public, and volunteers are a pleasure. If you're interested in helping out with
Bumstock, please
give a call to the O.C.B. office at 581-1840. See you on April 24th'
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°0° Skinny White f3oys °•`) Nicotine Sneeze
Adrenalin Mother O.P° Every flour Daughter's Son 0•0
0.0 rocylicye E3ana 0.0 Highball Blues Band 000 Tripping Sun
°0° Stillwater River Band °•°
0
°•°Aciam White 00 Joey Murray °•°
000 Elderberry Jam 0,0 The wisw ies 0.0

°•°jigele the Handle °0° Kippopotamus -0°0° Shockra 000

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14
Maine Outing Club • Nancy Schroder
will present
hiking trip along the California Mountain a slide show of her
Range • Preceded by
the meeting and a potluck dinner • Lown
Rooms, Memorial Union
•7:30 p.m. • Every Wednesday.
Chess Club• Bumps R001115, Memorial
Union • 6:00-11:00 p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
University Democrats• FFA Room, Memo
rial Union 012:15-1:30 p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
Maine Bound's Adventure +Moo at the
Soup Kitchen •"Waterwalker"
• BII1Mason's last film and a beautiful one,
on canoeing and the outdoors. • 5:15 p.m. he Slims up his views
In the Soup r.Itchen,
Memorial Union.
Student Alumni Association • Every
Wednesday •5:30 p.m.
• Crosslanci Alumni Center.

Tim Glago • Editor of Lakota Times •"The mainstream treAa'S
blackout on Indians: Cultural Repression? or just anot
her way
to secure a marketplace that thrives on negative and
stereotypes" 012:30 p.m. 0120 Little Hall •7:00 p.m. positive
• Mahogany Room, Wells Commons.• Part of Native Amer
ican
Awareness Month.
Women In the Curriculum Spring 1993 Lunch Series •"The
Campus
Climate for Women Nonfaculty Professionals"(pan
el)'Featuring
on—campus women: Nancy Lewis, Cheryl Chessa, Debb
e
Davis—Larson, Carolyn Forget, Shellie Morcom, and
Margaret
Zilloux. 12:15 p.m.• Bangor Lounge.
"Some Women of Marrakesh" • Part of the "From Crad
le to Grave:
Rites of P.955£30C" film and discussion series • 12:1
0 p.m. and
4:30 p.m. • Bodwell Dining Area, Maine Center for
the Arts.

Coffee House • Di5C115510n5 on "Hot Topi
cs". • Newman Center
• 5:30p.m. — 7:00 p.m.• Gooey desserts
served.
The Pre—Law Society Meeting • Three
law students from the
University of Maine Law School will be atte
nding to answer any
questions.• 7:00 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Memo
rial Union. • All are
welcome • For more Information call Jennifer
Perkins
866-2084.
International Film Series •"An Indian Surp
rise Movie"•8:00 p.m.• 100
Neville Hall • Sponsored *the Internationa
l Students
Association. • For more Information call
581-2819.
The Union 5oard (T.U.3.) Publicity Commit
tee • 3:10-4:00 p.m.
• T.U.B. office, Memorial Union • Everyone
Welcome.

"Stop the Church"• a film •7:30 p.m.• Sutton Loun
ge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by Wilde Stein.• Part of"Celebrate
the Spirit"—
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness Week.

2nd Annual World Health Day • Suicide Prev
ention • David Burggrar=1:
and Peggy Hanson • 6:30-8:00 p.m.• Dru
mmond Chapel,
Memorial Union.

Women's Center• The women's center
is reactivated! We are focusing
on educating ourselves, the campus and
the community about
issues facing women today. We will
be taking a very activist
approach to these issues. Men are
welcome and their input is
appreciated! Come join us! Every Wed
nesday • 4:30 p.m. In the
Chapel Room (3-d floor), Memorial Unio
icaren Dolan — 827-3634. • Faculty n. • Contact person —
Advisor — Cheryl Daly,
Associate Dean of the Multicultural
Affairs Prociram, 581-1417.
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"Camp Clinton"
"Operation Harriet Tubman"

The situation in Haiti Itself is far from promising.
Ousted President of
Haiti, Jean-r3ertrand Aristide, was vote
d into office, dcmocraticaliy by 707. of
the Haitians. Why then was hc ousted It
is .iear that Aristide. in striving for
justice and freedoms for his people, threatened the
multi-national
corooratIonswith interests in Haiti. Just
days before his removal, Aristide
began work to change the minimum job wage from
$2.75/hour to $4.00/hour.
In talking with part'cipants in Camp Clinton and
the hunger strike that
will last through April 21st, much 15 to be learn
ed. Said inhabitant Steve West,
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Campus
A Taste

The Peac

"Malcolm X"• A Spike Lee movie •7:30 p.m.
• Hauck Auditorium
•$2.00 admission fee. • Advanced ticket sales at the Offi
ce of
Multicultural and 5becial Programs, Center for
Student
Services, Memorial Jnion, 3rd Floor.
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You may have seen and even scoffed at the
signs that read
"Nation-Wide Hunger Strike". By now, Cam
p Clinton, located on the mall, has
probably caught your eye. Yesterday, In a movi
ng rally, fellow students, Haitians,
and friends ,ake for our help with the caus
e. "Why all this?", you ask
Mat you are seeing, 15 part of a Nation-w
ide effort to support the
249 HIV+ Haitians and protest their inhumane
imprisonment at thc U.S. NavAl
Base In Guantanamo Bay. The University of Main
e is ono of many colleges
across the United c.-.7,tates taking part In 'the
passing of the torch" of sorts. The
"torch" is partially a hunger 5trike, part dema
nd to President Clinton to change
Foreign Pdlcy, follow United Nations Security
Council Sanctions and the
Embargo. All which he has not done.

America

'Malcolm
•

College Republicans • 8:00 p.m.• Bang
or Lounge, Memorial Union
• Every Wednesday.

Michael Hedges • "A must—see" evening of
music.• Maine Center for
the Arts • 7:00 p.m.• All reserved
seats are $12. • Call the MCA
Box Office for more Information : 581-1755
.• Rush tickets
ava'lable the day of the show.
"Trained Brain" • A lecture • 7:30 p.m.•
101 Neville Hall.

Greek Week • Greek Sing • Wells Commons •6:00 p.m. • A chan
ce for
fraternities and sororities to share tradtional a.ici
humorous
songs with other chapters.

"the biggest thing I learned
at the Teach-in last nigh
t(monday), Is of the
disinformation campaign. Arist
ide is being discredited, but
he brought about real
change... he stopped listening to
the multinational corporatio
ns..." The people of
the United States have been
ill-informed. Deborah Styles expla
ins that the
hunger strike is the only non-v
iolent mode of protest for
the
Haiti
ans in
Guantanamo Bay. Thei are held
in horrible conditions in which
even their
movement 15 limited. For the
University hunger strikees,
consumption of all foods
has been limited to Juices,
and two people remain within
Camp
Clinton at all times,
to oversee It's workings. "This
hunger stiked is a way that
students can have
impact and effect foreign policy
issues in a peaceful and posit
ive way." The Maine
Peace Action Committee, The
Women's Center. the Soup
Kitch
en, rf Phi and
various other students enco
urage you to get Involved
In other ways as well. There
15 currently a letter
writing campaign to our
government, money from one meal
per day can be donated to
the Refugee Fund.(Call Kare
n at 527-3634 or
Barbara at 866- 0495 for more
info.). Students are also
encouraged to visit
Camp Clinton: to be educated, to
talk, to ask iuestions
or
to challenge. This
"Operation Harriet Tubman" not
only shows our support
for
the
Haitians, it also
shows our willingness to er-5rac
e our education as a tool
for freedom - ours and
theirs.
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American Indians at Maine • Being Indian means more than recieving
tuition waivers. • Check U5 out In the F.F.A. room, Memorial Union.
•6 p.m.• Every Thursday.
Circle K Meeting • Service, Leadership, and Friendship opportunities.
• Damn Yankee (la for the blue banner)• Memorial Union
• 7:45 p.m.• Every Thursday.

3- .en

The Maine Peace Action Committee• 10 Maples • 4:00 p.m.• Every
Thursday.

U5
turing

Wilde Stein ;Auk?• Interested In discussing gay, lesbian, bisexual Issues
and planning gay, lesbian, bisexuel activities • 5utton Lounge,
Memorial Union • 6:30 p.m.* Every Thursday.

et

Campus Crusade for Christ• North Eangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 7:30 p.m. • Every Thursday
A Taste of Home • Home cooked meal at the Wilson Center
• 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.• One dollar donation • Every Thursday
Unior

of

The Peace and Justice Film f)cries: Spring 1993•"Manufacturing
Consent"• In an energetic fusion of images and Ideas, this new film
explores the political life and times of the controversial author,
linguist, and radical philosopher, Noam Chorns • 7:00 p.m. 0101
Neville Hall • Admission 15 free • Sponsored * WAG, NARAL, WIC,
Women's Resource Center, Wilcie—Stein, Native American
Student Association, Cultural Affairs.

r.

'Malcolm
A Spike Lee movie • 7:30 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium
• $2.00 admission fee.• Advanced ticket sales at the Office of
Multicultural and Special Programs, Center for Student
Services, Memorial Union, 3rd Floor.

FRIDAY, APRIL 16
is
the

International Student Coffee House• Relaxed conversation, Intercultural
Programs, discussions of Intern topics, etc. • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 4:00 p.m. • Every Friday.
Inter-Variety Christian Fellowship• Large Group Meetings • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 7:00 p.m.• Every Friday,.
35+ Singles Club• Feabody Lounge, Memorial Union • 5:00-7:00 p.m.• Every
Friday.
The Union f3oard (T.U.D.) Entertainment Committee • 3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
•
office, Memorial Union • Everyone Welcome.

CIS

Socialists Marxist Luncheon Series •"What Is Alive and What is
Dead in Marxism"(a panel) 012:20 p.m.• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
2nd Annual World Health Pay • Preventive Medicine Program
• includes focus on injury prevention • 2:30-3:3C p.m.
• UM Memorial Gym.
Public Display of Affection • Memorial Union Steps • 12:15 p.m.
• Fart of "Celebrate the Spire—Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Awareness Week.
Patricia Albers, Ph.D., University of Utah, Anthropology
Department •"Theories of American Indian Poverty and the
Politics of Representation"• 1:30 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. • Part of Native American Awareness
Month.
"Illusion and Illuminations: Images of American Indian Women"
• with Patricia Albers • 7:00 p.m.• 137 f3ennett Hall. • Part
of Native American Awareness Month.
Greek Week • Annual Taleht Show •6-9 p.m.• Maine Center for
the Arts.
The Ram's Horn •" Blue Velvet" followed by Stone Soup.• Free

The Soup
Kitchen
Monday.Thursday 5:00- 6:30 p.m.
at The Damn Yankee.
All meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt,
coffee, tea and juices. All you can eat for
$4.00

To 13e or Not to Be: Dilemas of American !ndian Ethnicity"• with
Patricia Albers • 7:00 p.m. 0137 f3ennet Hall. • Part of
Native American Awareness Month.
Greek Week • Greek Toga Party •4:30 p.m. —1:00 a.m.• Featuring The Maple
Brothers and Elderberry Jam • Admission is only a dollar for those who
show up In a toga.
Savage In Limbo: A Concert Play • By John Patrick Shanley • Directed by
Catherine E. Babcock • A Seri° Comedic play dealing with the
relationships of 5 people on any given night.•5:00 p.m.• Ram's Horn
• Free and Open to the Public • Sponsored in part *the Comprehensive
Fee Programs Fund.
"Every Tripping Mother's Feet"• Featuring local bands: Tripping 5un, Every
Poor Daughter's Son, and Acirenalin Mother * 9:00 p.m.• The Damn
Yankee • Beer with ID • A150 a guitar b0i0 contest • For more
Information contact Jeff at 551-6950 and leave a message.
T.G.I.F. • Music with Monica Mugan and Friends (classical guitar)• 12:15p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Movie: "A Few Good Men"• 6:30 p.m. and 9:15 p m.• Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union • 50,:t admission.
Patricia Albers, Ph.D., University of Utah, Anthropology Department
•"Theories of American Indian Poverty and the Politics of
Representation"• 1:30 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union • Part
of Native American Awareness Week.
Rave(dance)• 9:09 p.m.• Wells Commons • Part of"Celebrate the Spirit"
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness Week.

April 14 — April 20
Wednesday
Thursday

Monday
Tuesday

• Lasagna and
Garlic Bread
• Mushroom and
Lentils au Gratin
on Mashed Spuds
• Spanikopita
• C;urry Chick

Stew

0411.

Earth Colloquium 93
Beginning Saturday April 17th, and finishing on Saturday the 24th,

The Mi

Earth Colloqiiium 15 the educational festival of the year. This week will focus on
lectures, workshops, films and entertainment dealing with a variety of
environmental 15511e5. Earth Colloquium
is brought to you by The Coalition,
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SATURDAY, APRIL 17
Savage In Limbo: A Concert Play • By John Patrick Shanley • Directed
by Catherine E. Babcock • A Serbo Comedic play dealing with the
relationships of 5 people on any given night. • 8:00 p.m. • Rarn's
Horn • Free and Open to the Public • Sponsored In part by the
Comprehensive Fee Programs Fund.
Ferron in Concert • 8:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union
• tickets $8.00 • For more ticket information call 581-1425.
• Part of"Celebrate the 5pirtt" Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness
Week.
Maine Outing Club • 2nd Annual Whttewater Rafting Trip • Sign up has
begun • For more Information call 581 -1793 and leave a
message.

The Orono Royar-a livestock show *10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. • Witter
Center • also, food and games • For more information call Claire
Morisettz at 581-6323.• Sponsored by the Maine Animal Club.
Greek Week • Community Service and Charity Fund.alser Day.• Pub
Night •7 p.m. -1 a.m.
Spring Exposition • Antictue/Colleztible/Craft Market' 10a.m.-4p.m.
• UM Field House • Free Admission.
'Non -Violent Action Training Workshop"• with Larry DansInger,
Non-Violence Trainer • 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m • Wells Commons
Lounge •30 slots available • Call Chris at 581-3300 for free
registration.• Part of Earth Colloui
q um 93.

MONDAY, APRIL 19
The Diversity of Peace •"Get a new Perspective"• Professor David
Batuski-Physics; Astronomy Dept.•"Personal Involvement In
Global Transformation"• 12 Noon • FFA Room, Memorial Union.
Gametes Guild meeting • A new club on campus for all garners.
• Everyone is welcome to meetings •5:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union • For more Information call 581-6594.
Non-Traditional Students Club •3:00-4:00 p.m.• Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
The Union Boan:1 (T.U.B.) Movie Committee rneetIng • 3:15-4p.m.
• T.U.E3. Office, tvlemorIal Union • All are welcome.
The Union f3.oard (T.U.B.) General Committee Meeting •7-8p.m.
• TUB, Office, M(„mcrial Union • All are Welcome.
Video: "Fundamentals of Population Growth, National and
International"• with John Boomer, State Coordinator, Zero
Population Growth • 11a.m.-12p.m.• Bangor Lounge, Memoriai
Union.• Part of Earth Colloquium 93.
'Travels In Ecuador slides and discussion: A Celebration of Difference
on Earth"• with Ross Beredien • 1:30-2:30 p.m. • FFA Room,
Memorial Union • Part of Earth Colloquium 93.
'
Climate Change: What's happening and how can we stop !tr.
• with Nick Houtman, Water Resource program • 5:30-6:30 p.m.
• Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.• PP rt of Earth Colloquium 93.
'
Panel Diecueelon on Deforeetation in the Northern Forest"• 7:00 p.m.
• 101 Neville Hall. • Part of Earth Colloquium 93

comprised of various student groups,
organizations and departments from
across campus. Look for scheduled
events and don't be afraid to
participate!

SUNDAY, APRIL 1E3
African American Student Association • Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. • Every Sunday • 6:00 p.m.
Worship and Celebration • At the Wilson Center • Sundays at
5:00 p.m. • Followed by a light supper
University of Maine Amateur Radio Club• Holds weekly meetings on
Sundays at 1:00 p.m. • Merrill Hall Amateur Radio Station.
• Meetings are open to anyone Interested In Amateur Radio.
• For more information call Aaron at 581-7748, or Bryan at
581- 2351.
University of Maine Dance Company Meeting •6:00 p.m.• Lengyil
Gym • All are welcome • Come ready to dance!
Movie: 'Aladdin"• 2:00 p.m., 6:30 p.m., and 9:15 F rri. • Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.•50(t admission.
Spring Exposition • Antique, Collectible, and Craft Market
• 10a.m.-4p.m.• UM Field House • Free Admission.
Greek Week • UMaIne Greek Games begins at noon • B.B.Q. at 2 p.m.
• Steamplant Parking Lot.

TUESDAY, APRIL 20
Sharing Circle for Healing Racism • The sharing circle for healing
racism 15 Intended for anyone wantincj to examine and overcome
his or her feelings of racism • Every Tuesday • 4:00 p.m.• Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.• Sponsored by the Baha'I' Club.
Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers • This organization provides
an outlet for students interested In producing creative video
and film.• Every Tuesday • 7:00 p.m. • 107 Lord Hall • For more
Information call 581- 7133.
Maine Council for Debate • Meets Tue3days •5:00 p.m. • Honors
Center • All interested are welcome to attend • For more
information call 866-2084.
Healthspeak: A Luncheon Series on Contemporary Health Issues
• Physician-AssIsteci Suicide • Panel: Hans Duvefelt, M.D.
and
Jean Symonds, R.N., Ed.D.• 12:30-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounges
,
Memorial Union.
Betty Shabazz•"My Life with Malcolm X"• a lecture •
8:00 p.m.
• Maine Center for the Arts.
"NAFTA's effect on Maine"• with Jane Livingston
and Ketty Grham
• 11a.m.-12p.m.• 213 Nutting Hall • Part of
Earth Colloquium 93.
Solar Energy Presentation • with Charles Ewing,
Solar Energy
Awareness Demonstration and Seminars • 12:15-1:15p.m.
• FFA
Room, Memorial Union • Part of Earth Colloquium
93.
Meditation Program,"The Tao of Nature"• with
Brian Schroeder, Prof.
Philosophy •5-6 p.m.• Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union • Part of
Earth Colloquium 93.
Workshop:'Building a Peaceful World" • ,,,th
Shelly Eames, Peace
Studies Program •6p.m.-7:45 p.m. • Sutton
Lounge, Memorial
Union • Part of Earth Colloquium 93.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by A5Ar Media Services to students at the
University of Maine. It is a
student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational ard spiritual prc.,rams.
It offers free listings
for all student-related events and activities. If you have something going on, take
advantage of our services!
Write the date, time, place, cost (if any), and a short description of the evert. Also
attach your
organization's name and number. Send all submissio.ts or questione in the directi
on of Kirli Roberte,
Coordinator, The Campue Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadlin
e Is the Friday before
the listings appear.
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•Homosexuality

Having a different sexual preference is not sinful
To the Editor:

1

13

In Jacksonville, North Carolina, homophobic bigots wave Bibles and claim that
being homosexual is a sin. They are only
displaying their ignorance of the spuriousness of the religious basis for many sexual
taboos.
Dr. Arthur Frederick Ide in his book
Zoar and Her Sisters: the Bible, Homosexuality and Jesus Christ claims "in neither
Leviticus 18:22 nor Deuteronomy 23:18 is
there a reference to homosexuality. The
term is kedesh: cult prostitute." Cult prostitutes were seen as unclean and were forbidden in purity codes.

Yale University history professor John junctions against homosexuality cannot
Boswell writes in his book Christianity, So- withstand scrutiny. In Matthew 10:14-15
cial Tolerance, and Homosexuality that Le- and Luke 10:10-12 Jesus publicly stated
viticus'"purpose is to elaborate a system of that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed
ritual 'cleanliness' whereby the Jews will be because of their inhospitality to strangers.
distinguished from neighboring peoples." He Dr. Ide even charges that, "The Sodom
points out there is a distinction between in- story is a ruse to cover the incest of Lot and
trinsic wrong and ritual impurity.
his daughters" in Genesis 19:32-38.
Professor Boswell puts Leviticus' prohiProf. Boswell writes that the people of
bition of cult prostitution on a par with its Sodom wanted to know how the foreign
other prohibitions against the consumption strangers were rather than desiring carnal
of pork, shellfish, and rabbit and its con- knowledge of them. The Hebrew verb
demnations of hybridization, clothing of "yada" is very rarely used in a sexual sense.
more than one type of fabric, and cutting of
Moreo-^7, there are positive homosexthe beard or hair.
ual affairF eported in the Bible such as
Furthermore other alleged Biblical in- that between King David and Saul's son

Jonathan in 1 Samuel 18:1-4, 20:41-42
and 2 Samuel 1:25-26 and that between
Naomi and Ruth in the Book of Ruth. King
Solomon even wrote homoerotic poetry in
the Song of Solomon 5:4-8, 5:10-16 an
8:1-1.
Dr. Ide even portrays Jesus as a gay
male who lived nearly exclusively in the
company of men and even had a beloved
disciple who was allowed to lay his head
on Jesus's chest while they ate and talked
as described in John 11:36, 13:25, 21:7.
and 21:20.
Jim Senyszyn
Northeast Atheist Association

•Haitia

Dreams can come true
To the Editor:
Supposing for a moment that our virtue,
honor and integrity required of us the utmost attention to the daily pursuits of our
elected officials in government. Too much
to ask of a common citizen you might say.
That we are indeed common citizens of a
failing democracy on a dying planet is a
burden that no ego should endure. Yet in
our plight to overcome the many obstacles
we face daily in order to make a decent
living, the same is compounded doubly for
developing economies of the third world.
There is little chance to enjoy freedom in
late twentieth century constructions of military-industrialism. Repression from military establishments trying to make it in our
image compels ordinary people in countries like Haiti to place theii very lives in
the circumstances of ocean pilgrimage. Allow me the poetic license to suggest that
this has everything to do with nothing.
For instance let's say you were having a
study session with your friends in the library and some library monitor type person
comes along and tells you to remain quiet
or to leave. Miffed, you take leave with
your free associating friends but instead of

c,
$)

)f.
of

walking over to the Bear's Den for a Crystal Pepsi, you embark on a leaky canoe on
the Stillwater to seek liquid refreshment
and a taste that says it all. While the leaky
canoe soaks your Pro-Keds and ChuckyT's, you make a shameful grimace as your
freedom vessel catapults over the Basin
Mills Dam. This is the plight of the Haitian
political refugee. Surrounded by water, the
Coast Guards salutation is more bitter than
sweet. They are received at Guatanamo Bay
by a cold faced militia into a pit of canvas
and barbed wire. The melting pot contains
a recipe for chaos for these immigrants of
political conscience. For those attributed
with HIV the internment becomes their new
purgatory. A hope against hope if you will,
as you allow.
If you dream to do differently than you
have done in the past then burn a candle for
freedom. If you are motivated to become
better and more committed to the cause of
freedom then write a letter to your elected
officials in defense of your conscience. In
any event don't lose heart, have courage,
and do right. Pepsi can wait.

Thomas Beaulieu
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•Student Government

Andrews is our answer
To the Editor:
It's about time we get a choice for president that we can relate to. We have a
candidate that we can understand, and trust.
Travis Andrews offers no lies or doubletalk. He is plain and clear cut in his views.
I think it's about time we elect the "average guy" to straighten things out. He
doesn't appear to be a liberal or a conservative. Nor does he represent any particular organization.

I think that more will be accomplished
with him, than without him, in office. His
approach to meet the budget crisis is right on
target. He may need to refine the plan a little,
but its at least on the right track. Also, being
the "average guy," he is willing to accept
our opinions as well as our advice. So when
elections come around,remember that a vote
for Andrews is a vote for all of us.
Nathan Orr
Stockier Hall

•Downsizing

Mission to be explained
To the Editor:

3

..•••••••
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On Thursday, April IS. I will release a
proposed downsizing plan for the university. The purpose of this plan is to enhance
the university's quality and fulfill its mission through the efficient use and management of our resources.
Two onc-hour public forums have been
scheduled to present the proposal and answer as many questions as possible:

8:30-9:30 a.m. — Hauck Auditorium
4-5 cm. — Lengyl Gym
I ht_:le you will make every effort to
attend one of these sessions. All supervisors are asked to allow any employee interested in attending one of these sessions
to be excused from work for that period of
time.
Fi ecle rick Hutchinson
President, UMaine
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Pail
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IF TODAY WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Your heartfelt commitment to some causes
and issues can sometimes cloud your perNpectize. You're an idealist who believes that wanting something bad enough will make it happen. Not so. In your youth, sharing and relating to others does not come easily. But as you
mature you become much more forthcoming
with your feelings.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Don't
miss out on an opportunity to learn from an
experienced mentor just because it eats into
your free time. Take advantage of the situation and your investment will be paid back
many times over.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Strong
and steady wins the race; strive for a consistent effort on the job and you're sure to get
noticed eventually.
flashy associate may
make a big splash occasionally, but they lack
your staying power.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): When the
crunch is on,your superiors turn to you because
of your proven track record under pressure.
Work late if you must, keep a record of your
acannplishments,and you'll be well rewarded.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A few
kind words is all it takes to ease your lovers
worried mine,so pay special attention to their
moods. A little tenderness and understanding
can go a long way tonight, and your mate will
show their gratitude.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Leave any problems you may be experiencing on the job at
work, and don't let minor tribulations destm:
a tender moment between you and your lover.
A romantic evening is in the offing.
VIRGO(Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Input from
a loved one is both objective and illuminating.
Pay close attention to what they have to say
on important issues. They may recognize hidden talents within you that you don't even see.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Trying an
unusual yet surprisingly simple approach to a
nagging problem gets great results at work or
at home. Be open to alternative methods and
the results will amaze you!
SCORPIO(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): A casual
discussion yields a promising job lead, business contact, or friendship. Something good
comes from enlarging your viewpoint and
remaining open to sudden revelations that occur now.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): The
quickest way to alienate valuable allies is to
give them the impression that you are overly
demanding. You don't even have to say
it,
body language and tone of voice can express
your true feelings!
CAPRICORN(Dec.22- Jan.19): A sudden inspiration provides the solution to a
personal orjob-related problem. With your
imagination piqued, you can concoct wonderful,
workable schemes now. Speak up and express your thoughts!
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): You can
learn more listening than you can
from talking. Only open your mouth
to ask pertinent
questions. An important piece of advice
or
confidential money tip comes your way:
pay
attention.
PISCES(Feb. 19. March 20): An innovative approact. helps you to
draw closer to a
long-held personal or car
:...scr goal. Sticking to
the tried and true holds
you hack, so think
creatively and dare to take a step
that gets you
noticed!
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Your Daily
Horoscope
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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IF TODAY WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
dynamic
and conflicting insion of character
A
traits makes you a difficult person to pin down
or anticipate. A fierce individualist, you nor
the status quo and insist on doing things your
own way. Still, in your heart of hearts, you
crave acceptance and a normal, gable existence. Despite many contradictions, you are
very determined once you have made up your
mind.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Enhanced
communication skills allow your natural charm
to shine through. helping you to smooth over
rough spots in contract negotiations. An increased ability to learn new skills saves you
well also.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Dreams
reveal an important message contained in your
subconscious mind,so heed your intuition. Children need to be guided with a firm yet gentle
hand. Be strong, but let them keep their pride.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Encouraging words from friends and family help you put
recent difficulties behind you and once again
look to the future with hope and a plan in mind.
Try to look on the bright side of things.
CANCER(June 21 -July 22): With your
personal magnetism at it's peak, relationships
of all kinds flourish! You're on the same wavelength as your boss,which enables you to anticipate their thoughts and act accordingly.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Legal issues come
to the fore and communication is the key element to a proper resolution ofthis matter. This is
also an excellent time for a job interview, or to
make an important sales presentation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Innovative
methods may be required in order to demonstrate the value of your financial acumen to the
powers that be. Once they notice how on the
ball you are, your advice will become significant to them.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A positive
trend that emerges in property arid career matters dominates your chart You wield great
power in these key financial areas, but avoid
making family decisions unilaterally or risk the
ire of loved ones.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): You may
find it riecesgry to tiptoe around delicate issues
at home and on thejob,as a dissonant influence
makes it difficult for people to agree on things.
Steer the conversation toward areas of agreement
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Good
luck enters your chart and remains there for the
immediate future! Take a risk on a game of
chance, but don't bet more than you can really
afford to lose. You could wind up with a minor
windfall!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan.19): Your
path may be strewn with cumbersome obstacles as you attempt to improve things on the
home or work fronts. You have the fortitude to
maintain a steady effort and rise above problems in order to succeed!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Only a
fool is so full of pride that he refuses to acknowledge his weak points. Once you admit
you don't know it all, you can take appropriate
steps to compensate. Real teamwork means
making the best use of everyone's strengths.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): An associate may confide personal information to you,
and while this isn't meant for general publication, look for the chance to use what you know.
Be discrde yet opportunistic.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

New York Times Daily Crossword

C

rossword Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

ACROSS
1 Fissure
• Our Gang"
author
10 Dancer-actress
Zorina
14 White oak
15
Rios.
Jamaica
10 SchOenberg'S
"Moses und
17 Farmer
00 Bonehead
21 Oboist's
purchase
22 Musical Della
03Narrow-minded
one
25 Word with cake
or meal

25 Agree (to)
20 Egg white
33 Clangor
34 Farm unit
',Notable
Surrealist
37 Of the study of
microorgan
is
40 Italian wine
center
41Taroroot
42 Hole- -- ;golf
coup)
43 Taps
45 Stigmatizes
40 -- Got a
Secret"
47 Exalt
4$ Brazilian dance
52 Soup, in Sevilla

first you
don't succeed
67 In a dubious
way
so Poet Sexton
et Richard of
"Yanks"
as Lend
(listen)
63 Free from
admixture
04 Turned right
Eigtlteer.th
25
- Hebrew letter
DOWN

I Kind of apple
2 Trademark
3 River of Spain
•Flighty person
Gumshoe
•Log-rolling
contest
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Y Double quartet
M0000 BOOM
On •Sound in a
MMIOM AM M DOME •whodunit
Site of Aaron's
L 1 um T al lal IMP A
OMMOGOMO El POMR 10 death
Infirm people
Donim• °PON la
11 Spooky Indian?
DOMED IEWIZIOR
12 Harold or Diana
OBBO.0000 OS000 13
Pay to play
MUOMME10 OIMEOOM IS Yen
00011113 0000 ""
,7
30 12 Bedouin
OLMOO BOEMUO 24 Notion in
GOBOMO-AOU0
Nantes
DU En OD C113130131 E II S 55 Butterine
0100 ROOD AUGIOM 20 Uncle of
DOUG IMOD 00OUU
Mohammed
0101101.
OU00
DUO
27 Embrace

Corrections I
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

I

No.0302

IIMEME MIME WENN
MEM MIME MEM
EMEMEWEEMMUMMEN
WOMEN mom. MIME
OMEN WWI
MUM=
MEMEMWM
MEM= ildES WIMP
MMEMEMEMEMMMEMM
dMIIM AMEN MUM
MMEMMEM
WEEMEN
NNE NNE=
U. NEM dd
mommammammis
MIME MEM MU=
MENE MEM MEN
22 Spiny plants
22 A Guthrie
30 City in Ga
31 Antelope of
puzzledorn
22 McKinley•s
birthplace
34 Abets partner
33 Bay State cape
sis Network of
nerves
321Copter's kin
44 Track shape

45
B•rith
47 Viscoun
Templewood
se Chose
411 Bridge
50 "Judah"
composer
51 Memorable Lisa

52 Hook's
henchman
54 Kind of market
50 When I was
W SG
•• British spare
Humpty Dumpty
••Puma e g

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420
5656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers arc! available seven days a
week, morning throuch evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Cali
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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to brutality at the hands of our own
military, and held in a detainment camp
isolated from their families, against their
own will," Strimling said at a press conference Tuesday morning.
The protesters are also calling on President Clinton to "work immediately for the
unconditional return of President Aristide
to power in Haiti," Strimling said.
Protester Carrel D'Haiti, a Haitian student at UMaine, said the restoration of
Aristide "must be done coercively and coherently under the auspices of the United
Nations and the Organization of American
States."
D'Haiti said the United States is the
only member of the OAS which opposes
multinational military intervention to bring
an end to the dictatorship which xplaced
Aristide.
The protest is sponsored by the UMaine
Coalition to Free the Haitians, a group
consisting of the Maine Peace Action Committee, the Women's Center, the Amencan
Peace Action Committee, the Soup Kitchen and the Pi Beta Phi sorority.
UMaine's involvement in Operation
Harriet Tubman was kicked off with a rally
on the steps of Memorial Union at noon,at
which the protesters decried the U.S. policies towards Haitians and outlined the reasons for their hunger strike.
"When there is injustice overseas, we
have to take responsibility to deal with that
L to R, Greg Hirsch, Pat Herbert and Mike Walsh, UMaine students, watch
injustice, because we are one of the most
the mighty Stillwater river from the railroad
trestle
in Orono.(Kiesow photo.)
powerful countries in the world, and we
have the ability," Strimling said.
Strimling said the United States has the improving the lives of the impoverished
resources to take care of the refugees.
lower class. His plans to raise factory wagfrom page 7
"It isn't a matter of resources, it's a es and nationalize industries "infuriated"
matter of priorities. Is it more important to the elite, who brought about his downfall
said."But 1 guess I was there in spirit." yet allows groups who do not follow
those
build MX missiles, or is it more important and continue to persecute his supporters.
Harmon said she felt the survey was policies to operate on campus.
to give somebody a hospital bed?" he
MPAC member Karen Dolan connect- definitely discriminatory. She said it was a
"It's too bad that such a great organiza"asked.
ed Operation Harriet Tubman's protesters form of institutional homophobia. an atti- tion(Red Cross)
that does such good work
He also said it was "hypocritical" for with the Haitian freedom movement Lava- tude from an authorita
rian source which is like that. It's a shame," Dionne said.
the United States to turn away Haitian las, or "the people's flood"
implies homophobia.
Another potential source of discriminarefugees while they welcome Cubans flee"WP toe are the little drops of water,
"It's not in your face, you're a fag...it's tion not mentioned in the ORR
flyers, but
ing from the Castro government.
that when we come together, we form a more dangerous than that," she said.
brought up by Harmon,is the donor deferUMaine student Stephanie Seguino,who flood. We want to send the flood to
Harmon said the questions imply a huge ral registry.
Washlived in Haiti from 1984 to 1988, spoke ington, we want to send the flood
risk
is associated with homosexual behavto PresiThe donor deferral registry is a confiabout the intense social problems and caus- dent Clinton, we want to send the flood
ior.
to
dential list mandated by the FDA and kept
ing Haitians to flee their homeland.
all the universities," she said.
"It's not the sex practice, it's the unsafe by many organizations such
as the Red
She said Haiti is sharpy divided beThe rally was concluded a piece of gue- sex," Harmon said.
Cross of people ineligible to donate blood,
tween a wealthy, educated, BMW-driving rilla theater. Protesters carried a small
Student Robert Dionne expressed dis- regardless of reason or
boat
health condition.
elite and a poor, largely illiterate, disease- from the Union steps, interdicted by
people appointment both with the Red Cross and
A Red Cross pamphlet titled "What you
ridden underclass in which many children posing as the U.S. Coast Guard, and
sent to the university. As a resident on campus, he must know before giving blood," states
the
do not live to the age of five.
Camp Clinton, playing out a scene which is said he felt discriminated against because followin
g:
Seguin() said Aristide was dedicated to reality for hundreds of Hainan refugees
the campus has discrimination policies and
.
"We maintain a confidential list of people who may be at risk for spreading infectious diseases. When required. we report
test results to health departments and military medical commands."
Information regarding why a person
was deferred is not released, only that a
person's blood cannot be used.
"The purpose is not to discriminate, but
to protect," Kathy Pray,donor health manager for the Northeast region, said.
FEATURING:
Pray said she, too, would like to see
some changes in the questions that are
asked. She suggested more heterosexual
questions,and allowing a man who is raped
in'n man to do=c after a Lzriain time
period.
"These guidelines weren't written in
stone at the time of Moses," Pray said."Am
I saying we will openly take gay men someday? I don't know,probably not. I doubt it."
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GUITAR HERO CONTEST:
you quitar here's come out and show the world what yen
solo performance at the show. $25 CASA PRIZE
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to the winner
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GSS

from page 1

Senators then asked the candidates questions about leadership experience, voter
turnout, negative campaigning, and cornmunication with their constituents — ail
issues that were of importance in the last
election.
Current President Brian Pike, who is
running with Chris Leclerc, said he wanted
to remain president so that he could follow
through on his plans.
"There are many projects that I'm working on that I would like to see finished." he
said. "Through open forums 1 have learned
of many issues that I would like to get the
committees working on."
Senator Collin Worster, who is running
with sophomore Valerie Collins, said he
would like to see more cooperation and
communication,and he would be dedicated
to his office.
"I really want to serve the students in this
capacity. Iran last time and I worked hard to
get the results reinstated, so I think it is
obvious how dedicated I am to serving,"
Worster said.
Senator Norm Nelson, who is running
without an official vice presidential candidate. announced that if he won he would
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choose Senator Jim Gray to be the sice
president.
"lam stating this now so that the students
know who they are voting for. It was a
matter of technicality that he did not have
his paper work in," he said."I am running on
the basis that I listen to everyone and that I
will be fair. If you represent what students
want and not your own self interests you will
get stuff done."
Senator Wendi Nault said she is running
because she felts her previous leadership
experience makes hcr the right person to
turn GSS around.
"I'm good at networking and helping
students and I know the right people to call
to solve problems," Nault said.
Craig Farnham is running with David
Grover, who was not present at the meeting.
Farnham said that it was time for more
outsiders to get involved in Student Government.
"I get a lot of feedback from students
and I know how they feel about the issues," he said. "I don't really want to be
president, but I feel it is my duty to run.
I've seen this university go to hell in the
last few years."

Gay

from page 1

On Thursday at 12:15 p.m. on the steps
ofthe Memorial Union there is to be a public
display of affection among gay. lesbian,
bisexual and heterosexual people. Which
will be followed by a meeting of the Wilde
Stein club—in the Sutton Lounge—open to
any and all interested students.
Finally at 8 p.m.on Saturday the Canadian singer/songwriter Ferron will perform in

Hauck auditorium. Admission is $8.
"(The gay,lesbian and bisexual week is)
Celebrating the spirit of gay men, lesbian
women, and bisexual people," Rev. Elizabeth Morris of the Wilson Center.
All events are being sponsored by the
Wilde Stein Club, UMaine's Gay/Lesbian/
Bisexual concerns committee, and other
organizations.

I Stillwater Village Apartments
Now renting for September 1, 1993
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments. Heat & hot water included.
Stove, refrigerator, dish washer, garbage disposal, laundry facilities on property.
Some pets allowed on first floor apartments.
1 bedroom units S370/month
2 bedroom units S525/month
3 bedroom onits S660/month

856-2658

•International economic aid

Clinton deciding on
aid package for Russia
ANCHORAGE. Alaska(AP; — Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher promised new assistance that "will go right into
the bloodstream of the Russian economy"
as he headed on Monday to a seven-nation
Tokyo meeting expected to provide $30
billion to help Boris Yeltsin's reform programs.
Senior U.S. officials acknowledged that
none of the help could arrive before the
Apr 125 national referendum on the Russian
president's political future.
And Christopher said President Clinton
had not yet decided how much the United
States would contribute to the package the
foreign and finance ministers of the seven
leading industrial democracies will assemble in Tokyo in their meetings Wednesday
and Thursday.
"Consultations on those additional bilateral efforts are going on actually as we are
flying." Christopher said en route from
Washington."I think we can expect to hear
something from that,although I am going to
be a little uncertain about the exact timing."
Clinton pledged $1.6 billion to help Yeltsin at their April 3-4 summit in Vancouver.
British Columbia. He also promised more
unspecified support as part of a "new democratic partnership" with the Russian president in his struggle with opponents in the
parliament.
"He is going to reach that decision in
very close consultation with Congrcss,—

1

said one senior U.S. official, speaking to
reporters on condition of anonymity aboard
Christopher's Air Force jet.
Clinton last week submitted a recordsetting $1.5 trillion budget that would increase annual spending by more than $314
billion over the next five years.
"The aid will go right into the bloodstream of the Russian economy in what we
hope will be a very impressive way," the
stkretary said.
The aid will be focused on stabilizing the
Russian ruble, reforming the energy and
agricultural sectors of the country's economy and lending support to privatization of
industry.
Christopher said Russian Finance Minister Boris G. Fyodorov and Foreign Minister Andrei V. Kozyrev would arrive in Tokyo on Tuesday tojoin the deliberations and
he had "a positive feeling" about the outcome.
Japan, Germany, Britain, France. Canada and Italy are the other participants, along
with the United States.
Japan is expected to offer up to $3 billion
in assistance as part of a package of grants
and loans U.S.officials said last week would
total about $30 billion.
The senior U.S. official said he did not
expect "any of this money will be dispersed
into putting goods in people's hands in the two
weeks" hefore the reft-rendum on Yeltsin's
political and free-market reform programs.
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•Space race

•Environment

Astronauts chase
solar science satellite

Illinois town fights
EPA lead clean-up

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) about solar wind and the sun's corona.
GRANITE CITY, Ill. (AP) — Norman EPA to re-evaluate its
Discovery's astronauts chased a solar
plan. The EPA is
sciA satellite recorder is saving all the data. Soechtig picke
d out some small, hard pieces suing NL Industries and the othe
ence satellite through space Monday,
r compain- Spartan consequently has to be retrieved and
ofblack rubber mixed in with the gravel in his nies for cleanup costs.
tent on capturing the craft they relea
sed a returned to Earth or the findings woul
d be driveway and wondered why the government
day earlier and bringing back its valua
City officials fear property values will
ble lost. Two of Discovery's five astronauts are
wanted so badly to take the stuffoffhis hands. plummet because of
data.
the publicity from the 55trained for an emergency spacewalk to save
"Shoot,ain't nothing wrong with it.They're block cleanup and
As Discovery soared past the midw
say
the larger cleanup is
ay Spartan.
just going to come in here and spend a whole unnecessary beca
point of its eight-day atmospheric resea
use
feder
al officials failed to
rch
As Discovery slowly closed in on Spar- lot of mone
y," said Soechtig, who hauled in show the lead in the soil
mission, the crew fired the shuttle jets
has harmed anyone.
to tan, the crew scored a space first.
the shredded rubber by the truckload more
catch up to the $6 million Spartan satel
"If the EPA is serious about getting rid
lite,
The astronauts got a glimpse inside Mis- than 30 years ago,
when a lead smelting com- oflead, it should worry abou
about 200 miles away.
t home interiors
sion Control via their amateur radio system, pany gave
it away for the asking.
NASA expected Discovery to close to
before thinking about digging up property,"
which can receive television beamed up from
The driveway of the home where So- Alderman Crai
within 35 feet early Tuesday, when
g Tarpoff said.
astro- Earth. NASA said it is the first time astro
echti
g raised two children became the startnaut Ellen Ochoa would use the shutt
EPA officials say soil samp.es from some
le's nauts in space saw live pictures of the room
ing point Monday in a $35 million Super- neighbor
50-foot robot arm to grab Spartan and
hoods have shown lead levels ranglower monitoring their flight.
fund
cleanup that eventually will involve ing from
it into the cargo bay.
500 to 20,000 parts of lead per
Shuttle commander Kenneth Cameron,a the scrap
ing away of 6 inches of topsoil million parts of
Flight director John Muratore said
soil.
the ham radio buff, asked Mission Control's
from a 55-block area.
rendezvous is not as demanding as the
The agency considers anything over 500
re- Sam Gemar to wave his arms. Gemar and the
The Environmental Protection Agency ppm to
trieval of a science satellite by an Ende
be hazardous; lead can cause neuroav- other controllers were unaware of the experalso
is trying to figure out what to do with a logic
our crew in May and the Hubble
al problems, particularly in children.
Space iment and therefore startled when Cameron
250,000-ton mountain oflead tailing,or minTelescope repair mission in Dece
EPA spokeswoman Gina Rosario said
mber. shouted he could see Gemar waving.
ing waste, left behind by National Lead In- no
Spartan is smaller and simpler than those
date has been set for the second phase of
"Tell the flight director I'm watching dustr
ies, the lead smelter and automotive- the
two satellites.
cleanup, in .vhich all the topsoil will be
him every minute," Cameron said.
battery recycling company that gave Soechtig
"We kind of view this as a good warm
removed and replaced
Later, before signing off, Cameron and
dozens others their landfill material.
up," Muratore said. "It's still a very
She said that phase will take years but
seri- warned Gemar, "Look sharp. You neve
r
In the first phase of the cleanup, Soous exercise, and we get a lot of experien
will not require any evacuations from the
ce know when Discovery might be watc
hing echtig's driveway and 15 other driveway
out of
s, area, a rundown section with many
you."
weedalleys and parking lots in Granite City and
Ochoa, the first Hispanic woman in
choked vacant lots.
Ochoa and pilot Stephen Oswald also
nearby Madison and Venice will be excaspace,released the 2,800-pound Spartan on
Among the 36,800 residents of Granite
used the ham radio to chat with students
in vated because they contain crushed rubb
Sunday.The two telescopes aboard Spartan
er
City,
an industrial hub across the Mississiptheir hometowns: La Mesa,Calif., and Bellbattery casings contaminated with lead.
were aimed at the sun to collect informatio
pi River from St. Louis, the cleanup has
n ingham, Wash.
No one will be evacuated during this
sparked a heated debate. Many want wide
cleanup, which is expected to remove 13,0
00 spread digging to start immediately.
Othe
rs
cubic yards of dirt, cost $4 million and
last just want answers.
four to six weeks. The waste will be put in
a
"Do I go ahead and plant my tulips or
landfill in Peoria.
what?" asked Mae Ahring, who has lived
in
But Granite City is fighting the EPA'
s her Granite City home for about 50
years
plans for the 55-block area of south Gran
ite and raised a family here.
City and Madison, where 1,400 prope
rties
Orbo Dermott,a retired steelworker who
are believed contaminated by a half-centu
ry raised two children here, lives a
12 Pc.. of Chicken
half block
of the lead smelter's belching smokesta
10. Large Mashed Potatoes
cks. from the 20-foot-high lead pile on
the former
In an unusual move, Granite City
With Gravy
has NL Industries property. The plant
closed in
,
1 Large Cole Slaw
joined NL Industries and other comp
anies 1979 after NL Industries xt
as bought by
and is asking a fexieral judge to orde
r the Taracorp.

I $10.99

Summer 1993
Ten Reasons to Consider
Summer Session
• Take

classes at night and work during the
day.
• Clarify your educational goals.
• Improve your chances for a
promotion or a better job.
• Expand your expertise in a give
n area.
• Fulfill requirements for graduate
study.
• l)o an internship or co-op ed
field experience.
• Explore other areas of interest.
• Concentrate on a required or
difficult course.
• Lighten your Fall or Spring
course load.
• Meet new people.

1 Colonel Sandwich
1 Small Fry
1 Medium Drink

6 pc. Hot Wings
1 Small Fry
1 Medium Drink

6 Nuggets
1 Small Mashed Potato
1 Biscuit
1 5712!

$3.49 $3.59 3.60 $3.6
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University of Maine Summer 1993
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•Settlement

Celebrity
Nordstrom employees to receive payback
divorce lawyer
gets 25 years
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Marvin Mitchelson, the celebrity divorce lawyer who put
the word "palimony" into the legal lexicon,
drew 2 1/2 years in prison for tax evasion
and was ordered to repay $1.8 million.
U.S. District Judge William D. Keller,
who imposed the sentence Monday,allowed
the 64-year-old to remain free on bail pending an appeal.
"This is the second saddest day of my
life," a tearful Mitchelson said. The saddest
day, he said, was the death of his mother.
Mitchelson was convicted Feb.9 of failing to report nearly $2 million on his federa!
returns from 1983 to 1986.
His clients included Joan Collins, Bianca Jagger,Carl Sagan,Roxanne Pulitzer and
Michelle Triola, who sued actor Lee Marvin
in the 1976 "palimony" case that established the right of unmarried partners to sue
for property division when they break up.

SEATTLE(AP)— A judge
approved a
settlement ofa lawsuit Monday
under which
tens of thousands of forme
r and current
Nordstrom Inc.employees could
receive as
much as $4,000 each in back
pay.
The United Food and
Commercial
Workers Local 1001 had accus
ed Nordstrom of failing to pay workers
for work
done "off the clock" restocking
inventory, writing thank-you notes to
customers
and performing other duties
. The lawsuit
was filed in 1990.
Nordstrom said a $15 million reser
ve
would cover settlement costs in the
classaction lawsuit. But officials of Local
1001
said the fashion retailer could end
up pay-

ing out $30 million,
sales representatives, whom the company
Estimates by union officials and layw- claim
ed were exempt from overtime reers of the total number of people expected quire
ments,to a maximum of about $2,000
to file claims under the settlement — apmore, Webster said.
proved by King County Superior Court
Company officials have denied any
Judge William L. Downing Jr. — ranged
wrongdoing. Nordstrom overhauled its
between 40,000 and 85,000.
work-reporting procedures and offered to
Anyone who worked at least 200 hours meet
employee claims for unpaid work in
for Nordstrom between Feb. 16, 1987, and other
states.
March 15, 1990, is entitled to roughly 3
The offer resulted in payment of $2.5
percent of the pay they received for regular milli
on to $3 million in 1990 to about 4,000
hours during the period for a maximum of peopl
e, most of them in California, accordroughly $2,000 per employee. said James
ing to Nordstrom spokeswoman Kellie
H. Weoster, a union lawyer.
Tormey.
The settlement also covered overtime
Seattle-based Nordstrom employs
worked through last fall by commissioned
35,000 people at 72 stores in 11 states.

Small minds are confused by large, blank spac

es

•Commercialization

Judge blocks
distribution
of bloody
book cover
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A federal
judge blocked distribution of a book about a
sensational Kentucky murder, saying the
victim's blood-spattered picture on the cover is illegal "commercialization.
"It glistens," U.S.District Judge Joseph
Hood said Monday of the simulated bloodstain over the picture on the cover of "A
Dark and Bloody Ground." 'It's obviously
done for the shock effect, and to attract
people to look at it. Ifthat's not commercialization,[don't know what is."
The book recounts the 1985 slaying of
23-year-old Tammy Dee Acker during a
robbery at the home of her father. Three
assailants stole $1.9 million in cash from the
man and choked him with an electrical cord,
leaving him for dead.
Ms. Acker was stabbed 11 times with
such ferocity that the knife passed through
her body.
The judge's order came in a lawsuit filed
by Tawny Acker Hogg. the dead woman's
sister. The lawsuit alleged the unauthorized
use of the picture violates a state law protecting people from "commercial exploitation."
Don Combs,an attorney for HarperCollins Publishers Inc. and the book's author,
Darcy O'Brien, argued that the law was
meant to protect celebrities like Elvis Presley, whose images could be used to market
memorabilia.
Hood barred New HarperCollins from
distributing the remaining 3,800 copies of
the hardcover book. The ruling does not
affect the 26,800 copies already sent to
stores.
But Hood said the order prohibits O'Brien
from showing the cover during TV appearances.
The judge scheduled a hearing April 22
on whether to extend the 10-day order

What do you use when it's
2 hours Id yotr kilerview and 2 years
since you
im your sidt?

With Visa you're accepted at more than 10 million
places
around the world, nearly three times more than Ameri
can Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be.

v,sa USA tnc 1993
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Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified Down Payment.
College Graduates.
You took endless tests and endured more allfighters than you can remember. It's time to receive
the credit you're due — savings on the Ford car or
truck of your choice.
And your Ford dealer can help. Right now; you can
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993
Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other incentives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 NISRP

You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.

This offer is available to college grads, grad school
graduates and grad school students graduating
between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993.
So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up
some extra credit — big savings on a Ford car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. Por more information caii: 1-800-321-1536.

NEW ENGLAND
FORD
FORD DEALERS
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•Two student trainers advance to the pros
• Finn column: Things a cynic likes
_430
rtSNeWS

• Lawrence Taylor will return to the Giants

The Campus •Profilie of Excellence
Sports Ticker UMaine student trainers near the big time
by John Black

Bills will match offer
to Wright
ORCHARD PARK.N.Y.(AP)—The
Buffalo Bills will match San Francisco's
offer to nose tackle Jeff Wright, general
manager John Butler said. Officially, the
Bills have until Wednesday to match the
offer sheet, but Butler said the Bills have
decided to equal the four-year.$6 million
package.

Jury selected in
Sanderson trial
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.(AP)— Attorneys selected a jury for the sexual discrimination trial offormer Alabama coach
Wimp Sanderson,who allegedly punched
his longtime secretary in the face.
An eight-member jury was selected
during an all-day session in U.S. District
Court that also included the selection of
jurors for five other cases to be tried while
Birmingham-based Judge Sam Pointer is
in Tuscaloosa.

Olajuwon earns NBA honor
NEW YORK(AP)— Houston center
Hakeem Olajuwon, who averaged 38.0
points and 13.0 rebounds in three victories last week, was named NBA player of
the week.

Courier advances
in Salem Open
HONG KONG (AP) — Top-seeded
Jim Conrier of the United Suites beat
Shuzo Matsuoka of Japan 6-3,6-2 In the
first round of the Hong Kong Salem
Open.
In other first-round matches, sixthseeded Brett Steven of New Zealand deeated Rob Weiss of the United States 4-6,
6-1,6-1 and Patrick MeEnroe of the United States beat Martin Darnm of the Czech
Republic 6-4,6-3.

Indians' Baerga AL
Player of the Week
NEW YORK(AP)— Cleveland second baseman Carlos Baerga, who hit.520
last week and became the first player in
the majors to hit a home run from both
sides of the plate in the same inning, was
named AL player of the week. Philadelphia first baseman John Kruk, who hit
.476 with two homers and five RBIs, was
honored in the ML.

TORONTO(AP) Boston goalie Andy
Moog,who hada 1.33 goals against average
in three victories last week, was named
NHL player ofthe week-. Moog has w6n six
straight and is 16-1 in his last 17 games.

"I think it's a tribute to the young people
we get into our program," Jordan said.
Rosenblum,a trainer at UMaine for three
o athietic train- and one half years, credits other trainers in
ers from the University his success.
of Maine will be apply"Dick Young, hockey trainer, and Wes
ing their skills at the Jordan hught me a lot of the stuff I've
professional level this summer in the NFL learned to this day," Rosenblum said.
and Major Leave Baseball
Randolph. an athletic trainer for three
Rich Rosenblum, the head student ath- years, is grateful to Jordan for the opportuletic trainer for flu: UMaine football team, nity with the Yankee organization.
will join the New York Jets of the National
"Wes is a man with a lot ofconnections,"
Football League as a preseason intern.
Randolph said."He knows a iot of people."
"I'll be doing all rehabilitation and asRosenblum and Randoiph think that
sisting in all treatments," Rosenblum said. having worked with the college athlete
Carl Randolph, the head trainer for the will make the transition to the professional
UMaine men's soccer team, will become ranks smoother.
the sixth Black Bear trainer to join Major
"The pro athletes are no different than
League Baseball's New York Yankees.
you or I," Rosenblum said. "I prefer the
Randolph will be the head trainer for the college athlete because you relate more."
Oneonta, N.Y. Yankees ofthe Class A New
Randolph is not worried about the
York-Penn League.
change.
The Lague plays a 78-game schedule
"The players I'll be working with are
during June, July, and August.
out of coNege and just starting their pro
UMaine Head Athletic Trainer Wes Jor- careers." Randolph said. "It's not going to
dan credits the quality trainers that have be much different than working with these
worked at the university as the key to its guys, soccer players."
success.
Jordan warns hat becoming to close to
Staff Writer

the players can present problems.
"The biggest advice that I have given to
them is that because of their age they have
to learn to separate themselves from the
players who are going to be basically the
same age," Jordan said. "They can't allow
themselves to get to :lose to the players
because that doesn't allow you to make
sound judgments."
Should he not remain with the Jets beyond the preseason, Rosenblum a senior,
has other plans.
"I going for my certification exam in
November,"Rosenblum said."I'm looking to
go to graduate school in September of '94."
Randolph, a junior, will return to UMaine
in the fall, but would rather talk about the
SUITIMer.

"I guess I've always had dreams of being a
trainer for a pro sport,"Randolph said."I didn't
realize how realistic it was until this opportunity came up."
Jortian is confident that each will tind success.
-They're both mature heyond their age,"
Jordan said."I have noirservationsthat eitherone
ofthem won't go and do an outstandingjob in the
opportunity that they have."

•Column

Things a cynical sportswriter likes
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Sportswriters,as a rule,
are a cynical bunch.
Pick up the award-winning Boston Globe sports
section virtually any day
of the week,and more likely than not,some
columnist win be calling for Butch Hobson's firing or expounding on why Ray
Bourque should retire before his skills deteriorate any longer.
All in all, sportswriting is not a job for
one who may be afraid to criticize, offer up
controversial opinions,or take a right-cross
from someone who can bench press three
times their body weight.
But just to prove that I have a different
side than most sportswriters, just to prove
that am not 100 percent pure cynic, here is a
list of things I like about the sporting world:
I like it when UMaine hockey fans boo
the hell out of a publicity-hungry governor
and his equally-opportunistic wife.
I like it when Shop N' Save sells Black
Bear National Champion T-Shirts with
UMaine hockey player Chuck Texeira's
name spelled TUX-eira.
I like it when a trash-talking college
hoops superstar makes the Bonehead Play
of the Decade and costs his team the national title.
I like it when Rickey Henderson (or
Barry Bonds or Deion Sanders or any other
overpaid,immature, more-gold-than-thereis-at-Fort Knox-wearing outfielder)drops a
fly ball hot dogging.
I like it when Michael Jordan shoots 833 from the floor, and the Bulls still win.
I like it when Roger Clemens gives up
450-ft homeruns to thL Andy Stankiewicz's
of the world.
I like it when Reggie W?s;te says God

Cal Ingraham: All American, but not All-Hockey East.(Boyd photo.)
told him to sign with the Packers, yet willingly accepts a 17 million dollar stipend to
bring his immense talents to the mediocrity
of Cheeseville.
I will like it when Wade Boggs posts an
oh 1'er-five in a June game at Yankee Stadi-

urn, blames everything but himself for his
.227 average,and incurs the Wrath of Steinbrenner for the first time.
I like it when Opening Day at Fenway is
See LIKES on page 22
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•NFL

Lawrence Taylor is back, but what will his role be?
By Tom Canavan

A P Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP
)—
Now that Lawrence Taylor is all but
back in
the New York Giants' fold,how will
his role
be defined by new coach Dan Reev
es?
Taylor assured himself of some role
Monday by reaching agreement on
a new
contract that will pay him a little more
than
$5 million over the next two years.
Steve Rosner,Taylor's business mana
ger,
said the 34-year-old, 10-time Pro Bowl
linebacker will sign the contract later this
week.
The agreement comes just six mont
hs
after Taylor stunned the Giants in
October
by announcing his retirement at the
end of
the 1992 season.
However,a combination of free agen
cy,

a coaching change and a season-ending
Achilles' tendon injury in November in a
game against Green Bay caused Taylor to
reconsider, Rosner said.
Now it's the Giants' turn to think. The
big question is: Does Taylor remain a fulltime pass rushing linebacker in a 3-4 front,
or do thing change?
It is possible Taylor might be used as a
situational player on passing situations. But
you don't pay someone $2.5 million annually to be a pan-timer. The Giants also seem to
lack linebacking depth, meaning Taylor
might have to be a full-timer.
Taylor has said he does not want to Le a
situational player,and Rosner said he doesn't
think LT has to share time.
Rosner said one of the things that convinceei Taylor to return for a 13th season

with the Giants was the level at which he
was playing before being hurt.
"He was at a pretty high level," Rosner
said.
The Giants declined comment on the
agreement Monday.Spokesman Pat Hanlon
said it was team policy not to comment until
contracts are signed.
The new contract will increase Taylor's
salary by almost $1 million per season. He
made $1.45 million in 1992.
Rosner said the sides have been close to
reaching an agret.iiient for more than a week,
adding that Taylor, who was a free agent,
never got far in talks with other clubs.
Several teams expressed an interest in
talking to him and having him take a physical examination. Rosner said.
It was obvious early that the New York

Giants wanted him to play and end
his career
here," Rosner said.
Taylor was not immediately
available
comm
for
ent, although Hanlon said
Taylor
planned to discuss the contract next
week at
a news conference for a PGA Seniors
golf
tournament with which he is assoc
iated.
Rosner said Taylor has been work
ing out
at Giants Stadium while in town and
he is
playing racquetball 2-3 times a week.
Taylor had 36 tackles and 11 assis
ts in
nine games,including a team -high five
sacks.
His 126 1/2 career sacks are an NFL
record.
The Giants' top pick in the 1981
draft,
Taylor was selected to play in the Pro
Bowl
in each of his first 10 seasons. Slow
ed by
injuries and age, the prototype NFL
linebacker was not played in the game the
last
two seasons.

Likes
from page 21
rained out,and the ex-Maine Campus Spor
ts his first at-hat and resists the temptation to and
has to resort to riding a Huffy bicycle. BZ's Dale
Editor has tickets.
Duff speaks of "the two Kariyas
flip the bird to all of his doubters.
I like it when Matt Young throws a no- and the
I like it when Jose Canseco strikes out
Ferraro."
on
I like guessing how long celebrity marhitter and loses,then loses his no-hitter to an
three average fastballs right in his wheelhou
But most of all, I especially like it when
se. riages will last. Dave Justice and Halle Ber- obsc
ure rule.
I like it when Coach Walsh convince
the
Butcher leads the Sox to victory in four
ry?
s
A year, tops.
I like it when the dynamic Cal Ingraham out of their
the entire state of Wisconsin that our
first six, or when Ray Bourque
band
I like the Red Sox version of"Spahn and
is boneheadedly left off the All-Hockey East regai
learned the"When You Say Wisconsin..
ns
his
vinta
ge 1985 form,and suddenly
Sain
urn,
and Pray for Rain,"... "Clemens and team
,then makes All-Amencan second team. the medi
Maine Black Bears, You've Said it
a
has
noth
All," Viola and the Rest is Crapola."
ing left to complain about.
Someone in the HE office, please explain.
song just for them.
Chad Finn is a senior journalism from
I like it when one little bankruptcy notice
I like it when WCSH's Bill Green calls Bath
I like it when Bo Jackson hits a homer
, ME who really likes a lot of things.
in causes Jack Clark to lose his fleet of 18 cars
Walsh's son Tyler,"Kyle," and when WLHonest.

When the Sports Ed's away... And w
e suspect he's at play...

ELEVEN
April "Steal Deals"
Busch
1/4 Barrels

Natural Light

Saturday, A

1/2 Barrels

Hubbar

$27.59,.& deposit

$36.99+tax & deposit
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
Mt Dew, Dr Pepper & 7Up
12 packs

$2.99+tax

Budweiser
12 packs
$7.994-tax & deposit

Open

& deposit

Budweiser
Suitcases
$12.99+tax & deposit

3perials good from 4/1/93 through 4/30/93.

End of Colburn Dr.(take first rightafter Thrift-way)
Luxurious Two Bedroom Townhouses
•Oak Spiral Stairs
•Skylights
•2 Bathrooms
• Washer/Dryer in Each
Unit
•Fireplocc
• Quiet, Peaceful Setting
•/Maximum Lt Students per
Unit
Now Taking Applications for May
and September Occupancy

866-2Z65•88Lt-796q

Last chance to reserve finest
apartment units in Orono. Coll
now to
reserve unit if you cannot mak
e if to the Open House because
there
are few remaining Drawing
for 1/2 month of free rent, free
cable
TV, Gift certificates, plus more
at the conclusion of the Ope
n House
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Phillies, Dykstra offto
healthy start this season
By The Associated Press

4, Florida 3 in 11 innings; Chicago 5, Atlanta
1; Pittsburgh 4, San Diego 2. New York at
The Philadelphia Phillies are getting evColorado was rained out in what was schederything they need so far: hitting, pitching and
uled to be the Rockies' first night game.
a healthy Lenny Dykstra.
Giants 4, Marlins 3, 11
Dykstra hit a 3-2 pitch for a tie-breaking
Barry Bonds debut for San Francisco at
solo homer in the seventh inning as PhiladelCandlestick wasn't a total success. Bonds
phia beat Cincinnati 5-4 Monday night at homered
in his first plate appearance before
Veterans Stadium for its third straight victery.
leaving in the sixth inning with a leg injury.
Dykstra, hitting .174 when he hatted with
Bonds, who before the game received his
one out in the seventh, stroked his second 1992
NL MVP award from godfather Willie
homer of the season off reliever Steve Foster Mays,
thrilled a sellout crowd at Candlestick
(0-2)to snap a 4-4 tie and boost the Phillies to Park
when he lofted a pitch from Chris Ham6-1 for the first week of the season.
mond over the right-field wall
"I'm not frustrated at all,— Dykstra said.
The left fielder left the game with tightness
"I feel good.I'm spraying the ball around.I'm in his
right hamstring after beating out a groundgetting walks,stealing bases and scoring tuns." er
to second. The Giants said his status is dayHe helped the Phillies build a run in the first to-day.
inning,walking,stealing second,advancing to
Danin Lewis' RBI single in the 11th inthird on a wild pitch and scoring on an infield ning off Joe
Klink (0-1) sent the capacity
out. He's has stolen four bases and scored crowd at Candlestick
Park home happy.
seven runs.
Rod Beck (1-1), the fifth San Francisco
"Tne situation was 3-2, nobody on. He pitcher,
worked a scoreless llth for the victory.
(Foster) threw the right pitch. He didn't want
Cubs 5, Braves 1
to walk me. I just hit it good on the line."
Greg Hibbard,a Braves fan while growing
Dykstra wason the disabled list three times up in
Mississippi. gave up one run in 8 2-3
last season and ended up playing in only 85 innings for his first NL
victory. It was only the
games.In the last two seasons,the Phillies are second time in
eight games the Braves have
76-71 with the center fielder in their lineup.
allowed more than two runs.
The Redstied the score with two runs in the
Hibbard (1-0) was 41-34 in four seasons
sixth, chasing starter Danny Jackson. Jose with the Chicago
White Sox before being
DeLeon (2-0) worked 1 2-3 innings for the acquired by the Cubs last Nov.
17 from Florvictory and Mitch Williams finished for his ida. He gave up seven hits and
walked three.
fourth save.
Elsewhere in the NL it was San Francisco
See NL on page 24

Before you put on your
. cap and gown...
Darling's Ford can help put you
on the road to success.

now to
e there

e cable
House

I

c1199

•PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT (even
without prior credit
history, no co-signer
required)

Mark Steele, 224 Colvin Hall, X6365
Loughlin Black, OTAV, 21A Smith House, X7882
Stacey Stump, 124 Gannett Hall, X7948
Hannah Sanders, 273 Hancock Hall, X8637
Josh Dow, 122 Knox Hall, X7418
Charles Allen, 311 Oxford Haiti, X7775
Ryan Robbins, 112 Penbecot Halll, X6555
Bill Bates, 302 Somerset Halt, X76I8
Charles Emery, 104 Stodder Hall, X6671
Wendi Nault, York Hall
Christopher Norm Nelson, 66C York Village, X6948

•$400 EXTRA
.CASH BACK &
ALL REGULAR
INCENTIVES

Hart Hall, & Kennebec Hall
Anyone interested in filling a vacant seat should contact Alvin Winslow at
X1775 or stop by the Student Government Office,
3rd Floor, Memorial Union

!Wig14,
•011111Milliga
.

lulaailleateworiawaue •

Too"

vx,

•

•NO MONEY
DOWN
• DELAYED
FIRST PAYMENT
FOR 90 DAYS

.A , ..A.
)4:

OFF CAMPUS (22)

poroc y

99;13

• ALL
NEW
FORD
PRODUCTS
QUALIFY

1992/93 SENATE ROSTER
38 SEATS
ON CAMPUS (16)

Phillip Attean, 1 Marsh Lane #16, Orono, 866-5729
Brian Bartony, 11 Webster Rd. #44, Orono, 866-4701
Karl Bean, 11 Webster Rd., #44, Orono, 866-4701
Geoff Belote, 225 Talmar Wood, Orono, 866-4517
Sean Cameron, 150 Bradley Rd., Milford, 827-2240
Steven Cappella, College Ave, Orono, 866-4942
Don Clark, PO Box 131, Stillwater, C27-6944
Daniel Collins, 7 Summer St., Apt. A, Orono, 866-3117
Brian Conaghan, 9 Pine St., Orono, 866-3827
Christopher DeBeck, 25 Goupee f4., Brewer, 51/iA-75
James Gray, 5 Fernald Rd., Orono, 866-7374
Gerald Harrington, 369 Kittridge Rd., Bangor, 945-3638
Darren Heald, 29 Thompson Rd., Yeasie, 942-1127
Robert Hume, 112 Mill Creek Rd., Orrington, 825-4996
Jeffery Labbe, 114 Park St., Orono, 866-7336
Andrew McGregor, 9 Pine St., Orono, 866-3827
Brian Pelletier, College Ave., Orono, X4171
Jennifer Perkins, 88 Park 5t., Apt 1, Orono, 866-2084
Pamela Powell, 433 5. Main St., Brewer, 989-5967
John Schnauck. 79 College Ave., Orono, 866-72[5
David Velgouse, 134 College Ave., Ororo, X4169
Collin Worster, 7 Summer St., Apt. A, Orono, 866-3117
YACANT SEATS: Androscoggin Hall, Aroostook Hall, Cumberland Hail,

If you have a lob lined up
no
and have good credit or
t prior credit history. Ford
will: extend you credit in
your name alone; delay the
payments for 90 days; give
You a S400 incentive, and,
in most cases, approve an
amount toveriri14 the full
cost of the car. Darling's
and Ford believe in the
program because
IT WORKS!

Darling's Ford has spent the
last three years simplifying
the auto buying process with
Real Prices ...Up Front.
We've also tried to make our
customers aware of special
programs offered by the
manufacturer The 1993
College Graduate Purchase
PrOgrarll‘iS a unique
opportunity for all 1993
graduates (Bachelor or
advanced degree) to take
advantage of their hardearned degree.

The differc(nce is real.'
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Local 941-1330
Toll Free -1-800-400- 30
403 Hogan Roa
Bangor, ME
•
Hours: Mon.-Fri. Sam-7pm;
Rat. earn-Spm
ti993 Derimg's r

VW/Audi
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from page 23

Sammy Sosa hit a homer and drove in two
runs and Candy Maldonado added two RBIs for
the Cubs.Sosa ended an0-for-10slump with his
first homer off Steve Avery (0-1) and drove in
another run with a groundnut.
Pirates 4, Pitches 2
San Diego's home opener wasruined by lefthander Dave Otto, who was added to Pittsburgh's roster on Sunday. Otto got his first NL
victory and fist major league hit and RBI. and
nlokie Kevin Young got his first triple as the
Pirates defeated San Diego for the third time in
three meetings this season.
()tto'stwo-outsingle dmve in Don Slaughtto
Lap a three-run fourth inning.
Jay Bell hit his fist homer of the season
leading offthe fifth to help chase Greg Harris(02), who also lost to the Pirates on Thursday. Just
like in that loss. Harris allowed eight hits in 1-3
innings.
Stan Belinda, the fourth Pirates pitcher, retired the lastfive Padres batten,striking outthree,
for his third save in as many opportunities.

•NBA Roundup

Bulls -Pistons riv
By The Associated Press
The Chicago-Detroit game had the look
of four years ago, when Michael Jordan was
getting hammered and Scottie Pippen's contribution was negligible.
The difference now,however, is that the
Bulls no longer aie chasing the Pistons and
Chicago usually wins.
The teams waged an old-fashioned battle Monday night, with three ejections, five
tcchnicals and a flagrant foul in the Bulls'
98-95 victory.
"When we play Detroit, it is always a
war," said Stacey King, who scored 11 of
his 17 points in the fourth quarter. "They
hate us, and we hate them."
The game, which saw Scott Williams

and Bill Lambe-et: ejected after a first-half
fight, got increasingly physical in the fourth
quarter as Dennis Rodman was called for a
flagrant foul on Jordan, who led the Bulls
with 23 points.
After that, Pistons coach Ron Rothstein
was called for two technical fouls, and was
ejected by referee Don Vaden. There was
also a double technical on Isiah Thomas and
Chicago's John Paxson.
After Rothstein's ejection, Chicago led
84-79, but Detroit rallied for an 88-86 advantage widi 5:43 left. Jordan put the Bulls
in front 94-93 on ajumper with two minutes
remaining.
Olden Polynice's dunk gave the Pistons
a 95-94 lead with 45 seconds left before

Seamstress: Over 20 yrs experience,
replace zippers, hemming,etc. Will pick
up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
We'll Help. Free pregnancy test. 24 hour
hotline 942-1611.
Need someone to talk to? Call the
Helpline 581-4020 Open 7 days a week
5pm-8am
Big Brother/Big Sisters info. meeting
4/14. 6pm, Sutton Lounge. A program
of Catholic charities appeal.
Wanted to buy-Looking for a canoe to
travel the rivers of Maine. Something
simple (Discovery?), all purpose, halfdecent, but used shape. Call 866-4811/
ask for Mike if you have a bargain for me

Horace Grant grabbed an offensive rebound
and passed to Jordan, who was fouled and
hit both free throws with 22 seconds remaining. After Joe Dumars missed a jumper,
King hit two free throws to complete the
scoring.
Terry Mills led Detroit with 25 points.
Clippers 111,Suns 104
Los Angeles took advantage of the absence of Charles Bz-rkley to win its seventh
straight home game and snap Phoenix's 11game winning streak.
The Clippers, behind Danny Manning's
31 points, became the only team to defeat
the Suns three times this season and won the
season series 3-2 for the second straight
year.

Come to Lord Hall; the basement's full of water and asbestos,
the attic's full of bat guano

Maine Campus classifieds

A!aska Summer Employment-fisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male
or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
Were doing the marriage thing in Bar
Harbor on Aug. 28, 1993 and we need
someone to take photos. Would like to
see samples (don't have to be of wedding) Call Amy 866-7132.
Summer Jobs-All positions at Inn/Restaurant in Boothbay Harbor. Apply: L.
Metzger,2245 N. Beach Rd., Englewood,
Fl 34223,(813) 475-7725
300 Summer Camp Positions available
in NY, PA, Mass & Maine. Need skills in:
Tennis, WSI/Swimming, Water-skiing,
Sailing, Windsurfing, Gymnastics, Equestrian, Baseball, Basketball, Soccer,
Hockey, Lacrosse, Canoeing, Fencing,
Riflery, Archery, Rocketry, Woodshop,
Ceramics, Fitness, Dame, Piano, Guitar,
Ropes/Pioneering, Nurses, Food Service.
Upper Classmen preferred. Arlene-1800-443-6428.
Seasonal Bar Harbor-Rosalie's Pizza
seeks pizza cooks, prep cook, cashiers.
Must stay through 10/15. Keep trying
942-6511.

still a war

Attention Aqua-Holics! Kayak for sale,
fiberglass 13', rolls great.. (less filling).
Stable-midvolume boat, lightweight,
fast. Only $350. Call Greg at 581-8431,
Great deal!!
SILLY RABBIT, TRIPS ARE FOR KIDS!
Top quality T-shirts. Comical designs of
*the rabbit" shroomin'(with above). L,
XL-$14.50 + $2 S/H. PSB Production,
P.O. Box 122, Oneota, NY 13820.
9 Piece Ludwig drumset-Blac;-., great
deal, priced to sell at $425.00 or B/0.
Call Ed at 581-8560
Panasonic Mini System-8 mos. old,
full remote CD, dual tape, receiver, 25
WPC. Asking $325. 945-2978 after 5
Bunk Bed-Hard wood, very sturdy, has
extra bolts and nuts with it. Come and
see it. Best offer. Call 581-7994, leave
message.
Peugeot Course 10 speed. Red, good
cond.-$90 or 8/0. Dorm fridge-$20. 3
drawer bureau--$30. Call Jett at 8667560.
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! '86-$100,
'91Bronco-$50;'77 Blazer-$150; Jeep
CJ-$50; Seized Vans; 4x4's; boats.
Choose from thousands starting $50.
FREE Information-24 hour hotline.
801-379-2920 Copyright #ME013612
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 89
Mercedes-$200; 86 VW-$50, 87
Merrecies-$100, 65 Muctang-S50
Choose from thousands starting $50.
FREE Information-24 hour hotline. Call
801- 379-2929 Copyright# ME013610

Summer Rental to share 2 BR apt. Main
St. Orono. $197 + utilities. Best location,
beautiful. Must see. Avail 6/93 :'1564159
Housemates wanted: Excellent location(Grove Street). Have your own room
S200/ month + 1/4 electricity and phone.
Call 866-4811 or 581-7605.
Roommate wanted-inth
Orono, starts in June. With 3 serious &
outgoing students. 581-7678

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

LostSmall appointment book/yearly planner-between Memorial Union, Library &
Aubert Hall between 9-10 on 4/7. If
found, call Chuck at 866-3014 before
8:30a.m. or drop by the Maine Campus.
Lost: Blue Perception Dancer Kayak.
White trim r n top with the word'Dancer'
embossed in white. Was stolen Sun. night
4/11 from top of Jeep $100 RewardNo questions asked. Contact: UMaine
Security, Orono Police, or Peter De Masi,
27 Pierce St., Orono, ME. E-Mail:
I030187@MAINE.MAINE.EDU
Lost: Brown Hewlett Packard 285 in
Union 4/7. Call 866-0225.
Lost: Oakley Mambo sunglasses with
blue lens in Memorial Union game room
3/26. 947-1059.
Lost: Brown leather wallet in Union. Call
Zhong x2260.
Found: A set of keys-Subaru car keys,
small padlock key & key chain that clips.
Next to Drieden Terrace building 1 on
Fernald Rd. Call the Maine Campus x1273.
Found: Foxcroft Academy 1989
women's class ring. Initialed, silver. If it's
yours, see Marilyn in English Department, 3rd floor Neville Hall.
Found: One gold small double loop
earring fund in the Steam Plant parking
lot on 4/5. Call 581-1273 or stop by the
Maine Campus
Found:Men's Columbia jacket. Call 8667709 to claim.
Found: Purple backpack in the library.
Call 866-3824 if it's yours.
Found: Ray Ban sunglasses on 3rd floor
Memorial Union. At Student Government Office x1775.
Found: Wooden Mom key chain in
Balentine parking lot, purple barrette
behind South Stevens and gold button
•"th eagle crest-Alumni Hall. Call the
Maine Campus x1273.
Found: A pair of women's wire-framed
glasses, near Bennett Hall during the
post-hockey game'festivities." Call x1273
or stop by the Maine Campus.
Found: UMF hooded sweatshirt in
field house prior to break Call Dave x6979

Extra,extra large 3 bedroom apartments. Ideal for 6 students. 3 miles
from campus. $150 per student, heat
+ hot water & sewer paid. Call 8273557
Rooms available for summer and fall.
$190/mo. Summer-share house with
other students. Deposit req. 827-3694
Matt.
Sublease large 3BR house in Old Town
Call 581-7494 for info
Orono-Large 3 bedroom Apt Forest
Ave. Walking distance to downtown.
Plenty of parking. Sept. lease, $600/mo.
866-4220
Available immediately-Heated 1 +
2 bedroom apts. located within walking distance to University. Tel. 8662816
"A quiet place to study"- a two minute
walk to University. Tel. 866-2816 or
866-7888.
Old Town, showing and leasing
1,2,3, 4 BR apts., Heat and hot
••ivater inc. Houses also. Call 8277231.
Park Place Apartments-Now taking applications for the Fall semester. 2 bedroom townhouse Acts
$500/month plus utilities. Call 9471678.
Summer Sub-Lease: 2BR apt. $500/
mo. Stillwater apt Tel. 866-3662 Leave
message.
Apartments for fall '93. Efficiencies.
1,2,3, & 4 bedrooms. Close to Campus
Call 866-2516.
Sublease beautiful 3 bdrm apartment.
Call 866-4608 May-Aug.
Now renting 2and 3 BR apt. for spring
and fall. Please call Kerry Olsen 9419539 eves.
1 BR modern, furnished, quiet.
Contemporary kitchen. Exc. location,
walk to UM. $450 + utilities. 9455810.
Roomfor rent: Near campus and town.
Great view of river. Take over lease
May 10 to it's end in August. Call 8663824

